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Foreword 

This report includes the slides and abstracts presented at the 2
nd

 US/German Workshop on Salt 

Repository Research, Design and Operation. The subject matter for the 2
nd

 US/German 

workshop was selected primarily by the three authors of this report based on recommendations 

from the 1
st
 Workshop (www.sandia.gov/SALT/SALT_Home.html). In some technical areas, 

collaboration has progressed positively and such efforts will be more or less highlighted in 

proceedings of the 2
nd

 US/German workshop.  Open discussion of collaborative research topics 

followed formal presentations and are aligned in this report in the same order as the workshop 

agenda, which is attached as Appendix A. This Foreword section presents a synopsis of the 2
nd

 

US/German workshop. The workshop focused on a few key topics that build on content and 

discussion of the 1
st
 US/German workshop and references to work completed thereafter, 

including the proceedings of the first workshop US/German Workshop on Salt Repository 

Research, Design, and Operation (KIT, 2011) and a state-of-the-art report Salt Disposal of Heat-

Generating Nuclear Waste (Hansen and Leigh, 2011).  

Recent developments in Germany and the United States have renewed interest in salt repository 

investigations and the authors of this report took the action to renew collaborations and 

cooperation on overall salt repository science and engineering. As a result of policy decisions, an 

arising issue in the United States concerns renewed high-level waste (HLW) disposal research in 

various geological media, including salt. The research agenda between our two countries 

leverages collective efforts for the benefit of our respective programs. Fundamentally, these 

http://www.sandia.gov/SALT/SALT_Home.html
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workshops are concerned with salt repositories for HLW, which drives the nature of the expected 

thermomechanical response.  

The initial purpose of the renewed US/German salt repository workshops was to assemble 

invited key investigators in salt repository science and engineering and to identify a coordinated 

research agenda that participants can agree in principle to pursue individually or in concert with 

others. This aim has now been complemented by creation of the Salt Club under the aegis of the 

Nuclear Energy Agency. The Salt Club concept was discussed at length in the 1990s and early 

2000s, during a period of fruitful collaborations between the German research centers, Sandia, 

RESPEC and the US Department of Energy (DOE). The objectives of the 2
nd

 US/German 

workshop are to continue collaborative research activities, to build upon the research agenda, and 

to renew working relationships at the institutional and individual levels. The Salt Club wishes to 

optimize the use of individual resources for the mutual benefit of each program.  

Participants are experts in certain aspects of salt repository research, design and operation. A list 

of participants and observers is included in Appendix B. An overall salt research and 

development (R&D) program is recognized to be much larger than this specialty workshop. For 

example, many participants in the 2
nd

 US/German workshop also contribute to the Solution 

Mining Research Institute (www.solutionmining.org) and the ongoing Mechanical Behavior of 

Salt Symposia (www.saltmech7.com). Therefore the R&D undertaken here is focused and 

selected to address a limited number of key topics in salt repository research, design and 

operation. This summary is created to document the proceedings, with a goal to both provide a 

discussion report and establish direction for research into HLW disposal in salt. These 

proceedings are expected to enhance our collaborative research by identifying future topics 

beneficial to all participants.   

These workshop proceedings examine the state of salt repository science and review selected 

technical issues pertaining to salt disposal of high-temperature nuclear waste. Workshop 

activities are expected to further bolster the already solid performance expectation for salt 

disposal. This workshop’s scientific agenda covers a breadth of topics, which sometimes 

naturally overlap, but presentations and discussion retain their original organization. This agenda 

recognized that research must begin with a safety case, including performance assessment. After 

presenting the introductory safety cases from the German and US perspectives, we address the 

crucial topics of sealing systems, demonstrations, and field testing. Discussion of seal systems 

and their components takes a central role in this workshop. We feature virtual repository 

visualization R&D activities in the opening session. The potential to better visualize the 

repository setting and its evolution should facilitate conveyance of technical information to 

stakeholders.  

This workshop focuses on mechanical, thermal and to a lesser extent hydrological aspects of 

HLW disposal in salt. The crucial elements of sealing the repository are covered in some detail. 

There is a strong technical basis for salt disposal, including compelling evidence that the 

materials disposed in salt will be entombed. Thermal, hydrologic, and geochemical 

considerations suggest that radionuclides in a salt repository for HLW would not migrate from 

the disposal horizon (Hansen and Leigh 2011). Therefore, topics of this workshop examine how 

well we can seal shafts and drifts and how well we understand thermal effects on mechanical 

deformation. 

http://www.solutionmining.org/
http://www.saltmech7.com/
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Details pertinent to HLW disposal in salt are presented in the subsequent session, including 

backfill, crushed salt behavior, testing, modeling and microprocesses. Next, the discussions turn 

to the topic of rock salt deformation and healing, specifically the creation and mitigation of the 

disturbed rock zone. Subsequently, presentations are given on the modeling state-of-the art for 

these processes, focusing on collaboration between several German research institutions and 

Sandia National Laboratories. The last formal topic of the 2
nd

 US/German workshop discusses 

analogues for a qualitative safety demonstration of salt HLW disposal. Each topical area is 

addressed by subject matter experts; followed by a brief question-and-answer period. At the end 

of the formal presentations, the research agenda is discussed in an open forum. Through open 

discussion we were able to identify the most productive near-future collaborations to further the 

scientific basis for salt HLW disposal. This report includes key elements of discussion and some 

general conclusions in appropriate sections, summarized in concluding remarks.  

After concluding debate and deliberation of the 2
nd

 US/German workshop R&D elements, a Salt 

Club roundtable discussion was undertaken. Elements of the Salt Club discussion are included in 

these proceedings because its implementation provides additional sponsorship of the salt 

repository agenda. The Salt Club is in a formative stage, so its immediate future goals concern 

near-term organizational strategy.  

These proceedings provide summaries of the work undertaken at the 2
nd

 US/German workshop, 

including the safety case; testing in the laboratory and field; seal systems demonstration and 

performance; principles of salt behavior; potential for fracture damage and its mitigation; 

advanced modeling capabilities; and near-future developments and contemplation of 

international collaboration through the Salt Club or other groups. A clear R&D agenda 

supporting HLW waste disposal in salt is defined through mutual experiences elaborated upon 

during the 2
nd

 US/German workshop, including seal system design, coupled process simulation, 

and application of performance assessment methodology. 

This summary is divided by session as follows: 

 Session 1:  Safety Analysis/Safety Case 

 Session 2:  Sealing System for Repositories in Salt 

 Session 3:  Backfill 

 Session 4:  Rock – Salt  

 Deformation and Healing 

 Coupled Modeling 

 Session 5:  Miscellaneous Topics 

 Natural Analogues 

 Technology Platform 

 Session 6:  Discussion of R&D Issues 

 Session 7:   Salt Club 

 Session 8:  Concluding Remarks 

 

The open-forum discussion in Session 6 (Discussion of R&D Issues) revisited topics identified in 

the 1
st
 US/German workshop (KIT, 2011), which allowed discussion of follow-up, progress 

achieved and a path toward addressing the R&D agenda. Topics addressed at this workshop were 

those previously identified as vitally important to international salt repository collaboration 
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between German and US researchers. This workshop proceedings document records the progress 

achieved and indicates avenues for further progress. 

Session 1: Safety Analysis/Safety Case 

Disposal of heat-generating waste in a suitable salt formation is attractive because intact natural 

salt is essentially impermeable, self-sealing and thermally conductive. Through time, several 

processes create a salt repository environment that severely limits the possibility of radionuclide 

movement. A salt repository could potentially achieve total containment, with no releases to the 

environment in undisturbed scenarios. As an example, the post-closure safety concept at 

Gorleben involves safe containment of the emplaced waste in a repository system where there is 

at most an insignificant radionuclide release from the containment-providing rock zone (CPRZ, 

sometimes also called the isolating rock zone) during the demonstration period of 1 million 

years. Complete containment is the most stringent form of safe containment. This occurs when 

there is no contact between intruding solution and waste or when there are no radionuclide 

releases from the CPRZ. In all other cases, radionuclide fluxes from the CPRZ are contained in a 

small defined volume of surrounding geology. The preliminary Gorleben site safety assessment 

is currently predicated on a detailed site-specific catalogue of features, events and processes 

(FEPs). 

Very similar performance is achieved at the licensed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) 

repository. Even using very conservative models, there is no radionuclide pathway out of the 

ambient-temperature salt repository except through diffusion. The only potential releases from 

WIPP are human intrusion scenarios where repository flooding and pressure increases lead to 

surface releases through boreholes. HLW isolation is expected to be similarly robust in a 

repository that is appropriately sited, constructed, and operated. Temperature effects on salt 

deformation are dramatic, as shown by laboratory tests on natural salt specimens and field 

experiments at full scale. Deformation in a salt repository will be enhanced by elevated 

temperature upon placement of the heat-generating waste. Elevated temperatures and deviatoric 

stress states near the waste are likely to enhance dry-out and promote encapsulation.  

Participants in the 2
nd

 US/German workshop agreed that a near-term focus of our collaborations 

and Salt Club initiatives could result in an integrated FEPs list. Within the German program 

described by J. Mönig, a comprehensive documented FEPs catalogue was created. Site-specific 

FEPs were integrated with the preliminary safety analysis for Gorleben. A FEPs list has been 

assembled for salt disposal at WIPP (Hansen and Leigh, 2011). A FEPs screening table for salt 

disposal of heat-generating waste would need to be created if the US moves forward with a 

performance assessment for salt HLW disposal. Although there is no current regulatory guidance 

for such an analysis in the US, the Salt Club identified the collaborative goal of creating a 

mutually acceptable FEPs list between the US and Germany for salt disposal of heat-generating 

waste. 

Given the advanced state of knowledge regarding disposal of heat-generating waste in salt, it 

would be constructive for the US to develop the safety case for salt disposal of Defense High-

Level Waste (DHLW). Most of the temperature effects expected for DHLW have been evaluated 

by research in Germany and the US. A possible second collaborative goal is the organization of 
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the existing scientific arguments for DHLW disposal in salt. The compilation of existing research 

results will further refine the remaining research agenda.  

Using existing knowledge, a reasonable expectation of heated disposal room evolution is: 

The damaged zones around the disposal room release accessible moisture through flow down 

the stress gradient. 

Room closure will be accelerated by thermal activation of crystal plasticity (flow without 

damage). 

If used, granular salt backfill will reconsolidate. 

Stress differences will diminish and fractures will heal in the process. 

Healed salt and highly reconsolidated granular salt will develop permeability similar to that of 

undisturbed halite. 

Response of the modified disposal system is improved regarding future human-initiated 

borehole intrusion because through time there is less moisture available, and lower 

permeability around the emplaced waste. 

Based on the above expectations, an undisturbed salt repository containing heat-generating waste 

is expected to be extremely robust.  

Session 2: Sealing System for Repositories in Salt 

In some manner, the banner of Sealing Systems overarches nearly all the other specific R&D 

activities. Long-term isolation often rests upon the seal system design and demonstration. The 

license to open a repository is likely contingent upon demonstration of the ability to close it. 

Therefore, sealing systems components and their interaction with the native salt are absolutely 

vital to the discourse at the 2
nd

 US/German Workshop on Salt Repository Research, Design and 

Operation.  

N. Müller-Hoeppe noted that sealing systems are installed to supplement a tight geological 

barrier, in order to seal fluid access routes into the repository. Shaft and drift seals play a 

significant role in long-term repository safety. As geotechnical structures, drift and shaft seals 

have to be designed in accordance with applicable regulatory and technical guidelines. In many 

cases, successful demonstration of shaft and drift seal effectiveness has already been 

accomplished. However, sealing system efficacy will be scrutinized in the licensing process.  

In Germany, prototype construction is demonstrated and short-term safety functions are verified 

by in situ testing. To show reliability of short-term safety functions, two steps are recommended. 

First, in situ test results are compared to the results of blind predictions. Usually, deviations arise 

and knowledge gaps become evident. As a consequence, the second step involves improving 

process understanding, reducing knowledge gaps and improving predictive tools.  

R. Mauke provided a recent demonstration of drift seals located in rock salt at the Morsleben 

facility. The trial construction consists of three system components: the sealing body (i.e., 25-30 

meters of salt concrete), the contact zone between the seal body and the surrounding rock salt 

and the rock salt excavation damaged zone (EDZ). All these components were observed during 

the in situ investigation. Geotechnical measurements of stress, strain, displacement, temperature, 

and pore pressure were carried out in the contact zone, the sealing body and the surrounding rock 

salt. Seal construction using salt-based concrete took place in December 2010 over 
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approximately 20 hours. Injection of the contact zone between the seal body and the surrounding 

rock salt was carried out in February 2011. The success of the in situ trial was demonstrated in 

excavation, prominent construction phases and significant preliminary measurement results. 

These types of full-scale, high-performance demonstrations are of great value for salt HLW 

disposal.  

P. Kamlot described some of the real-time sealing analyses and demonstrations associated with 

the Asse II mine. An emergency sealing concept has been developed and construction of drift 

sealing elements is a main element of the emergency plan. The presentation included the most 

important elements for performance assessment of the drift seal’s functionality. Specialty cement 

was developed, similar to what might be specified for other salt formations. Constructability 

characteristics and engineering properties are critical to concrete drift seal performance. The 

geotechnical nature of disturbed rock and its attendant permeability must be taken into account to 

achieve a tight drift plug. For this work at the Asse II mine, a viscoelastic-plastic constitutive law 

for calculation of softening and dilatancy was developed and calibrated using a dilatancy-

permeability relation. These relations were then applied with great success. The in situ 

experiment lasted 7.5 years and revealed that it is possible to construct sufficiently functional 

drift sealing elements even under the complicated site conditions of the Asse II mine.  

Taken together, these demonstrations of construction and high functionality provide pronounced 

confidence for salt repository sealing programs. The design bases in each case will identify a set 

of guidelines incorporating repository and seal system performance, and a commitment that the 

seal system design would implement accepted engineering principles and practices. Design 

guidance is based on primary goals to: 

 

 limit hazardous constituents reaching regulatory boundaries; 

 restrict groundwater flow through the seal system; 

 use materials possessing mechanical and chemical compatibility; 

 protect against structural failure of system components; 

 limit subsidence and prevent accidental entry; and 

 utilize available construction methods and materials. 

An established Quality Assurance program that includes review by independent, qualified 

experts is essential to assure appropriate information is provided to the regulatory authority. 

Sealing system performance plays a crucial role in overall system performance because open 

shafts hydraulically connect the surface, water-bearing units and the repository horizon. 

Uncertainty in engineering material properties is addressed through selective use of low-

permeability materials. Emphasis is given to permeability characteristics and mechanical 

properties when selecting engineered materials. To enhance long-term performance, the 

materials must also be chemically and physically compatible with the host formations. Plugging 

and sealing a salt repository will continue to be of interest to the US/German collaborations.  

 

R. Nelson presented a new initiative called Salt Disposal Investigations (SDI), with an emphasis 

on field test elements. Recent US policy decisions have helped renew interest in US research on 

geologic disposal of HLW and spent nuclear fuel in various geologic media. Given both historic 

salt research and a successfully operating WIPP facility, salt disposal is well ahead of many other 

disposal options in the US. The SDI comprises a series of research topics for heat-generating 
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waste disposal predicated on compilation of previous and ongoing salt research and identifying 

additional science necessary to fill gaps and extend our current understanding. The primary basis 

for proposed SDI work derives from the Hansen and Leigh (2011) summary report, using a 

disposal concept that builds upon the WIPP experience. The Hansen and Leigh summary drew 

heavily from the 1
st
 US/German Workshop on Salt Repository Research, Design and Operation. 

 

The SDI studies include laboratory tests on dry granular salt at elevated temperature to evaluate 

reconsolidation processes, including the functional relations between permeability and density 

and thermal conductivity and porosity. The SDI scope includes updating the hardware and 

software for repository-class analyses. These proceedings repeatedly discuss a strategy to 

continue and enhance international collaboration on salt modeling. The SDI envisions field 

demonstrations of a proof-of-principle disposal plan for high-heat generating waste. The disposal 

concept has some similarity to BAMBUS II (Bechthold et al., 2004), where simulated heat-

generating waste was covered with crushed salt, then measurements and modeling were carried 

out on granular salt reconsolidation, elevated temperature creep, coupon corrosion, and heat 

transfer. The temperatures anticipated in the SDI disposal concept are substantially above 

previous field tests at the WIPP or Asse. An SDI field-test plan had not been developed at the 

time of 2
nd

 US/German Workshop on Salt Repository Research, Design and Operation. Different 

possible uses of new underground space at the WIPP are being considered at this stage. 

Alternatives to the very high temperature field demonstration could include more modest heat-

generation rates associated with US HLW.  

 

The proof-of-principle field demonstration/test proposed at the WIPP is still in the conceptual 

phase. The SDI research group is seeking review and suggestions from our international 

colleagues who have experience in field-scale salt testing, laboratory experimental salt 

deformation and salt constitutive modeling. International Collaboration is a specific element of 

the SDI proposal. Several key workshop discussion topics are embodied in the SDI, notably 

granular salt testing at elevated temperature and benchmarking of coupled process models. The 

viability of an SDI field demonstration/test will be enhanced by progress in these research 

elements.  

 

W. Bollingerfehr explained the difference between technical barriers and geotechnical barriers. 

The waste containers as technical barriers isolate the radioactive waste and ensure that handling 

processes are safe during repository operation. Geotechnical barriers will be designed to close 

and seal the man-made openings (i.e., drifts and shafts) of the repository. Shaft seals are of 

utmost importance, because these barriers seal the only potential pathway for fluid intrusion into 

the repository. Information is available on shaft seals that were developed, constructed and tested 

for a German hazardous waste repository. The shaft-seal concept for the US transuranic waste 

repository at the WIPP has been designed for a bedded salt formation. In Germany, components 

of a shaft sealing system have been demonstrated. However, a published concept for the eventual 

sealing of the shafts of a German repository for heat-generating radioactive waste does not yet 

exist. For this reason, BMWi (German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology) 

launched a three-phase research project called ELSA. 

The Research, Development and Demonstration (RD&D) project ELSA is divided into three 

phases, and is developed more completely in the presentation by W. Bollingerfehr in Chapter 2. 

Phase 1 studies include research on the state of the art, compilation of boundary conditions, and 
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requirements for shaft seals for HLW repositories. Phase 2 concerns the development of 

technical concepts for shaft seals that provide safe long-term sealing of HLW repositories. 

According to current considerations, the concepts should be modular so that the geologic 

situations and hydromechanical boundary conditions at the respective sites can be taken into 

account. Phase 3 involves the construction and testing of the functional components of the shaft 

seals on a large scale. Discussions are planned with interested international partners, because of 

the international significance of this project. These workshops provide an opportunity to 

continue the dialogue. 

F. Hansen’s presentation summarizes the science and engineering of the shaft seal system used in 

WIPP compliance certification. The experience of developing and licensing a shaft seal system 

provides a clear and successful precedent. Design details are fully published in journals and 

technical reports (e.g., Hansen and Knowles, 1999). Shaft seal system functions entail material 

characteristics, construction, performance and verification. Functional requirements could 

include low fluid permeability, stable chemistry, robust mechanical properties and 

constructability. The WIPP design approach applied redundancy to functional elements and used 

multiple, common, low-permeability materials to ensure reliable performance. Laboratory and 

field measurements of component properties and performance provided the basis for the design 

and related evaluations. Hydrologic, mechanical, thermal and physical features of the system 

were evaluated in a series of calculations. Assurance that the shaft seal design can be constructed 

is achieved by use or adaptation of existing technology for seal construction combined with the 

use of commonly available materials. A well-designed salt repository requires minimal 

engineered barriers. However, if licensing or public assurance requires seals to be placed in drifts 

or shafts, many participants at the 2
nd

 US/German Workshop on Salt Repository Research, 

Design and Operation believe that the technical bases to permanently seal a salt repository exist 

today. 

K.-H. Lux provided some basic, compelling investigations into barrier integrity investigations, 

which are included in this report. His contributions are provided in two parts: first, development 

of short-term seal elements using shaped salt blocks; and second, pressure driven infiltration. 

Laboratory-scale experiments compared porosity and permeability of crushed salt and shaped 

blocks. Shaped blocks can be constructed with a porosity of less than 10%, similar to highly 

compacted mine-run salt (Hansen and Ahrens, 1999). The Lux experiments showed that 

permeability was effectively eliminated in the shaped-block experiments. Petrofabric 

observations showed native salt structure was reestablished, although the stresses in these 

laboratory investigations were very high relative to repository applications. The second series of 

laboratory/modeling investigated pressure-driven infiltration, with application to mechanical and 

hydrological integrity of natural salt. 

Project VIRTUS is a visualization tool that will provide 3D-visualization of safety relevant 

processes investigated and predicted by numerical simulations. T. Rothfuchs provided an 

overview of this powerful means of communication and demonstration. In particular, VIRTUS 

will furnish research and waste management organizations with an innovative instrument for the 

analysis of repository processes and for the development of repository concepts and designs. The 

idea of a virtual Underground Research Laboratory (URL)/repository was launched in late 2010 

as a joint project of GRS, BGR and DBE TEC. The VIRTUS Software platform will provide an 

influential instrument for the analysis and visualization of the very complex processes taking 
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place in an URL/repository and its capability may be of great use to many of the international 

partners. It is therefore highly appropriate and advantageous to have this work presented at the 

2
nd

 US/German Workshop on Salt Repository Research, Design and Operation.  

 

 

Session 3: Backfill 

Reconsolidation of crushed salt may play an important role in salt repository evolution and long-

term performance if it is used for backfilling or sealing system elements. In the US, crushed salt 

behavior under ambient conditions was studied extensively as part of the shaft seal system at 

WIPP. Physical processes and a functional relationship between permeability and density were 

developed, reviewed and approved in the WIPP compliance certification shaft seal design 

(Hansen and Knowles, 1999). Today we hope to extend this foundation of knowledge to the 

potential application of crushed salt as a barrier element in a HLW repository, which is being 

addressed by laboratory investigations at elevated temperature. 

Previous investigations show that ambient reconsolidation of crushed salt occurs rapidly at 

modest pressure. Because natural bedded salt from the WIPP has a small amount of accessible 

brine, the processes of pressure solution and re-precipitation govern salt reconsolidation. 

However, an elevated-temperature HLW repository environment may dry the salt and limit the 

processes observed during reconsolidation at ambient temperatures. An experimental program is 

underway at Sandia National Laboratories to explore this possibility using post-consolidation 

observational microscopy. These experiments are beginning under the auspices of the Used Fuel 

Disposition Campaign (DOE, 2011). Workshop participants will be given an opportunity to 

critically review this research and participate in evaluation of the findings.  

The topic of reconsolidation of granular salt, particularly under dry conditions, was 

acknowledged as a topic of mutual and current interest by researchers at the 2
nd

 US/German 

workshop. To this end, the 2
nd

 US/German workshop brought together some of the foremost 

experts on this topic. G. Callahan presented a constitutive model that he developed to capture the 

major deformation components of crushed salt. The constitutive model used to describe the 

reconsolidation of crushed salt includes two mechanisms – dislocation creep and grain boundary 

diffusional pressure solution. The constitutive model is generalized to represent three-

dimensional states of stress. Parameter values for the model were determined through nonlinear 

least-squares model fitting to an experimental database of shear and isostatic pressure 

consolidation tests. Using fitted parameter values, the constitutive model was validated against 

constant strain-rate tests, following a load path outside of the laboratory experimental database. 

The model appears to capture the creep-consolidation behavior of crushed salt reasonably well, 

based on fitting statistics and the ability of the model to predict test data, particularly the ability 

to predict load paths and test data outside of the fitted database. Analysis results of a shaft seal 

problem were presented to demonstrate model-predicted consolidation of the shaft seal crushed-

salt component. Current work is exploring the capability of the model to represent dry granular 

salt consolidation at elevated temperature. 
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D. Stührenberg presented numerous results from compaction and permeability experiments he 

has conducted over the past twenty years. These results include samples with various quantities 

of Ca-bentonite. His test results illustrate that backfill resistance increases with decreasing void 

ratio (porosity) and decreases with decreasing compaction rates. When compaction rate is held 

constant, backfill resistance decreases with increasing temperature. As noted by other 

researchers, small amounts of water added to consolidating granular salt dramatically reduce 

backfill resistance. Backfill resistance decreased considerably when 10-15% Ca-bentonite by 

weight was added to consolidation tests at room temperature.  

C. Lerch and K. Wiezorek further emphasized the importance of backfilling to minimize open 

cavities and transport heat away from disposed waste. Both of these physical contributions to the 

long-term safety case hinge on experimental investigations and constitutive models developed 

for crushed salt. A prerequisite for process-level code calculation is the description of all relevant 

crushed salt behavior processes using material models and defensible model parameters 

developed from reliable data. Presentations by C. Lerch and K. Wiezorek emphasized the 

material models of the process-level codes and the availability of experimental data as a basis for 

these material models. Pertinent research areas include reconsolidation processes for granular 

salt, healing mechanisms for damaged native salt and two-phase flow considerations in hydraulic 

behavior. Consistent with other subject matter experts, these presentations emphasized the 

important effects associated with the presence of moisture in coupling the thermal, mechanical 

and hydrological regimes.  

Compaction and consolidation behavior is further acknowledged as a key sub-process for salt 

disposal.  These processes were extensively investigated and documented, providing confidence 

in their validity. Current open questions are not related to fundamental understanding of ambient-

temperature consolidation, but instead to the transferability from different test methods and 

differences in test procedures at labs. Heat conduction in reconsolidating salt warrants 

collaboration and further research, particularly into heat transfer at the beginning of compaction 

when porosity is highest. Elastic parameters and other material characteristics can be more 

completely documented through additional laboratory testing. Given this identified research area, 

Sandia National Laboratories will examine their current test plans to address this need through an 

extended test matrix.  

To advance the discussion above, it was agreed that the existing Sandia test plan would be sent to 

J. Mönig and G. Callahan for their considerations and recommendations. This was done 

November 21, 2011 via email. The granular salt compaction and consolidation work at Sandia is 

expected to continue through 2012, culminating in a technical report. With specific input from 

other subject matter experts, Sandia could optimize the test matrix and maximize return on 

investment. Test Plan SNL-FCT-TP-11-0001 was approved for use in May 2011. The primary 

purpose of these experiments is to quantitatively evaluate dry salt consolidation as a function of 

stress and temperature. A secondary purpose is to establish the deformational processes by which 

the salt reconsolidates. Test techniques for these elevated temperatures have been developed but 

remain burdened with technical difficulty. Through the mechanical data and observational work, 

Sandia intends to evaluate the applicability of the ambient model (Callahan, 1999), which 

accounts for the effects of moisture through pressure solution and dislocation creep.  

Drying and possible change of consolidation mechanisms are hypotheses pertaining to crushed 

salt in a heat-generating salt repository. Related experimental work was identified to be of great 
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interest to domestic and international salt repository programs during the 1
st
 US/German 

workshop (KIT, 2011; Hansen and Leigh, 2011). Extensive discussion occurred regarding 

granular salt consolidation after formal presentations at the 2
nd

 US/German Workshop on Salt 

Repository Research, Design and Operation. A considerable body of laboratory results, large-

scale demonstrations and industry analogues exists among the several research entities 

participating in the 2
nd

 US/German workshop. This existing information can be reexamined for 

the purpose of creating a collaborative review paper.  

 

Session 4: Rock Salt - Deformation and Healing 

Deformation and healing concerns the evolution and mitigation of the disturbed rock zone; it is 

named the DRZ in the US and excavation disturbed zone (EDZ) in most other countries. One of 

the key attributes of salt for disposal involves the reversal of the excavation damage in the EDZ, 

whereby fractures heal as the stress differences diminish. Healing arises when the magnitude of 

the deviatoric stress decreases relative to the magnitude of the mean stress. Salt healing 

processes include microfracture closure and bonding of fracture surfaces. Microfracture closure 

is a mechanical response to increased compressive stress applied normal to the fractures, while 

bonding of fracture surfaces occurs either through the relatively slow process of crystal 

plasticity, or the relatively rapid process of pressure solution and re-deposition. The presentation 

by Grupa et al. contains an introduction to spontaneous healing. Confirmation of healing has 

been obtained in laboratory experiments, small-scale tests and natural analogue observations. 

The properties of the EDZ control a significant portion of the brine that is postulated to flow into 

waste rooms at the WIPP. EDZ properties also control potential transport pathways along seal 

systems that must be diminished to acceptable levels or eliminated entirely. Permeability is the 

most important EDZ characteristic. Damage-associated volumetric strain gives rise to increased 

permeability. The evolution and healing processes are therefore fundamentally important to seal 

system design considerations. Collaborators at the 2
nd

 US/German workshop discussed 

laboratory testing, in situ testing and real-world analogues needed to build on existing 

information. The EDZ is often explicitly implemented in design analyses and performance 

assessment process models and will therefore be an important module for benchmarking the 

computational capabilities. Subsequent benchmark discussions can be found in Session 4. 

EDZ response was identified as a key interest area at the 1
st
 US/German Workshop on Salt 

Repository Research, Design and Operation. The approach taken to incorporate EDZ response to 

combined thermal and mechanical effects was through validation of the constitutive model, 

including permeability as a function of damage. To this end, the 2
nd

 US/German workshop 

discussed mutual progress in terms of field experience and system design. Thermal and 

mechanical effects on the EDZ remain an important salt repository concern, particularly 

regarding heat-generating waste disposal. 

J. Grupa from Nuclear Research and consultancy Group (NRG) and his colleagues from the HPT 

Laboratory at Utrecht University presented information on NRG´s capacities and the author’s 

extensive experience and contributions in modeling salt rock deformation. Their research was 

often advanced in various international research projects (EC-Framework Programs) and has 
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contributed substantially to the state of knowledge enjoyed by the salt repository community 

today. Their ongoing research includes plastic salt flow at elevated temperatures and dislocation 

creep influence and effects for describing phenomena using both experimental and modeling 

approaches. The microphysical plastic flow mechanism of dislocation motion at 100-200 degrees 

Celsius continues to be a fundamental question regarding plastic deformation of intact salt. They 

also explored spontaneous crack healing and mechanical crack healing in a confining stress field. 

Spontaneous healing is caused by transport of salt ions through a hygroscopic water layer. Pore 

water salt ion concentration in larger cracks is higher than the salt concentration in small cracks, 

due to the effects of surface tension. This difference drives diffusion of ions from large cracks to 

smaller cracks, resulting in dissolution of solid salt in large cracks and deposition of salt in small 

cracks. Through this process, crack inter-connection is lost; the EDZ reduces and eventually 

becomes impermeable. 

 

D. Stührenberg and O. Schultze provided persuasive evidence for deformation and healing of 

both the EDZ and crushed salt. For many salt disposal concepts, these processes operate in 

tandem: as the crushed salt backfill consolidates it eventually develops structural competence 

and creates backstress on the country rock, which thereby effectively drives the stress state 

toward conditions favorable to healing the EDZ. Laboratory measurements have been made of 

porosity and permeability of crushed salt and the EDZ. The presented data generally show the 

strong effects of moisture, promoting both the healing and consolidation processes. Interestingly, 

salt continued to exhibit high permeability at porosities <5% when reconsolidated under dry 

conditions. The micromechanics explaining these results will be published at MECHSALT VII 

(www.saltmech7.com). 

 

W. Minkley’s presentations provided several analogues from extensive real-world experience 

and observations (gas break-out) that were explained in terms of the fundamental physical 

processes of fracture creation and propagation. The examples indicated saliferous barrier 

impermeability will be lost quickly if either the minimum stress or dilatancy criteria is violated. 

The minimum stress criterion is the most critical consideration for barrier integrity, because the 

importance of the dilatancy criterion is limited to the EDZ. Long-term warranty of an 

impermeable state depends on the stress state in the geologic salt barrier (both convergence and 

thermomechanical stresses) not violating the dilatancy or the minimum stress criteria. Effects of 

convergence-induced stresses on geological barriers was exemplified by the performance of the 

Asse mine, where geomechanical calculations illustrated a significant stress relaxation of the 

rock salt barrier and damage in the vicinity of the upper level. The Bokeloh salt dome represents 

an example of an actual rock mechanical situation where the minimum stress criterion was 

violated and a passage of fluids became possible. After reduction of fluid pressure at the dome 

flank, there was a significant decrease of inflow in the mine. Percolation of saturated brine was 

stopped when the fluid pressure fell below the minimal principal stress and a salt barrier sealing 

process began. Additional analogues included recovery of barrier integrity in the salt mass after a 

dynamically induced gas fracture, further demonstrating the self-healing capacity of rock salt. 

 

Open discussion contemplated healing of the EDZ, including the great enhancement of healing 

by the presence of moisture. The fracture-healing process is attributed to pressure solution 

processes, the same mechanism that increases consolidation rates in granular salt. It is currently 

difficult to ascribe reduced permeability to ―permanent‖ healing or to mechanical effects in 

http://www.saltmech7.com/
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practice. If moisture is present, fracture healing is likely to be permanent, and if the near field is 

dry, mechanical response could result in reduced permeability. Damage and healing of the EDZ 

in salt is also an important issue in hydrocarbon storage applications.  

Session 4: Rock Salt - Coupled Modeling 

Salt repository science, engineering, operations, and expected performance for HLW disposal 

have a strong foundation, including decades of large-scale or full-scale field tests, supporting 

intermediate-scale test results and significant laboratory data bases. Several advanced 

experimental and theoretical geomechanical models exist in the community (see A. Hampel and 

L. Arguello presentations in this workshop). Today, Sandia National Laboratories and German 

colleagues are examining the state of the art in computational mechanics as applied to heat-

generating nuclear waste salt repositories. Several advanced constitutive models are being 

evaluated for design and long-term performance in salt formations. A. Hampel’s presentation 

recounted the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research sponsorship of modeling 

collaboration for this purpose. The third phase of these studies Priorities of Future R&D Work 

on the Final Disposal of Radioactive Wastes is being continued in a joint project (2010–2014) 

with collaboration between Sandia National Laboratories and German partners: 

 Dr. Andreas Hampel, Scientific Consultant, Mainz, Germany 

 Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), USA (project III) 

 BGR Hannover, Germany (project I) 

 Institut für Gebirgsmechanik GmbH (IfG), Leipzig, Germany 

 Technische Universität Clausthal (TUC), Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany 

 Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany 

 Leibniz Universität Hannover (LUB-IUB), Germany 

 Technische Universität Braunschweig (TUBS), Germany (project III) 

 

Project objectives are to document and use benchmark calculations to compare constitutive 

models and modeling procedures. In this manner, the models and modeling procedures can be 

validated, which enhances the confidence in numerical simulations performed with the models.  

The current phase of the project concentrates on thermomechanical damage and healing 

behavior. Two field tests are being modeled: a heated borehole and permeability measurements 

behind an 85-year old rigid bulkhead. Both tests were conducted in the 1990s at the Asse Mine in 

Germany. The creation of damage zones and healing processes in salt remain important technical 

issues for salt repositories. Approaches to modeling will include using field test information, 

laboratory results, and micromechanical processes. Both US and German researchers have made 

significant contributions on this active research topic. This work brings together a range of 

technical approaches including use of analogues from industrial salt mine sealing experience, 

large-scale testing, theoretical treatment of the damage function, micromechanics, permeability 

measurements, and numerical modeling. 

Sandia National Laboratories (see L.Arguello presentation) has performed many verification and 

validation calculations of thermal-structural interaction tests conducted at WIPP from the 1980s 

to the 1990s. No further thermomechanical field tests were conducted at WIPP since then, but 

there have been software and hardware advances over this period. Thus, salt repository analyses 

have the potential to use the next generation of coupled massively parallel multi-physics 
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capability being developed under a single computational framework at Sandia, known as 

SIERRA Mechanics. These tools are being applied to the benchmark collaborations described in 

A. Hampel’s presentation by an internal Sandia initiative.  

 

US/German collaborations have acknowledged salt repository benchmarking as a key topic, both 

to reexamine constitutive models and take advantage of newer, more powerful computational 

frameworks. This benchmark exercise will use codes that are appropriate for application to salt 

repository calculations, with appropriateness determined by a track record of published reports 

for similar calculations, demonstrated Quality Assurance, and other objective validation of the 

appropriate capability. Examples of SIERRA Mechanics application include Stone et al. (2010) 

and Arguello et al. (2011). As the US/German collaborations press onward in this area, Sandia 

proposes to model and thereby benchmark an appropriate thermomechanical field test from the 

WIPP underground testing era.  

 

There were three full-scale, heated tests at WIPP that may serve as benchmarks for simulation. 

Sandia is currently examining an axisymmetric heated pillar test (Room H) and a Defense HLW 

heater test (Room B), as shown in Figure 1. An ambient temperature version of the Defense 

HLW test in Room B was conducted in Room D; thus, the Room B/Room D pair provides 

additional code validation possibilities. A collaborative benchmark aligned with a WIPP field 

test would necessitate various modelers to fit their constitutive models to WIPP data and make 

predictions against the selected in situ experiment. In principle, the WIPP benchmark could be 

added as a joint calculation under the Joint Project III collaboration.   

 

 
 

Figure 1. Room H Heated Pillar and Room B Defense HLW Tests.  

From the US salt repository perspective, a benchmark calculation would also help validate the 

requisite tools for modeling any future field demonstration or test. For test plan development, 

modeling could play an important role in instrument placement and in establishing the data 

quality objectives for the main test parameters. Looking forward, a benchmark modeling effort 

will assess the current capabilities of the thermomechanical computational codes available. The 

results of this work will establish the modeling framework for HLW repository design, possible 
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demonstration or testing, and of course performance assessment when the salt repository 

program has progressed to that stage.  

 

Session 5: Miscellaneous Topics - Natural Analogues 

The 2
nd

 US/German workshop addressed several R&D activities that can be pursued by 

laboratory testing, by field demonstrations or testing, and by way of computational modeling. 

One largely underutilized argument for permanent disposal in salt can be found in natural 

analogues as exemplified by W. Minkley’s substantial presentation in Session 4, which provided 

several real-world analogues to salt repository performance. Natural analogues provide 

qualitative information in the context of performance assessment, which can be crucial to a 

safety case. Many anthropogenic and geologic analogues provide important insight into 

processes and system behavior for permanent nuclear waste disposal in salt. The organizers 

arranged for discussion of analogues at the 2
nd

 US/German workshop, recognizing their power 

for conveying images of permanent encapsulation in salt. The German work includes 

identification and application of analogues to a safety case for a HLW rock salt repository (see 

the presentation by U. Noseck). N. Rempe makes a similarly persuasive case in his 

considerations of extreme-case analogues. Motivated by common interests and relevance to the 

qualitative safety case, the group identified the near-term goal of publishing a collaborative 

document on this topic.  

Presentation material at the 2
nd

 US/German workshop included bounding cases that demonstrate 

long-term robustness of salt disposal. Analogues are observable and tangible and understandable 

to the lay stakeholder, providing valuable information in the public eye. Anthropogenic evidence 

draws from mining experience, as well as some special cases of nuclear detonations in salt. 

Anthropogenic evidence associated with vast and pertinent mining experience provides 

important qualitative assessments of preserved artifacts. The geologic analogue of salt penetrated 

by volcanic dikes shows the transient high-temperature processes to be very limited; nature 

showcases the encapsulating ability of salt formations over long timescales.  

Some of the analogue evidence is obvious: the current-day existence of the salt formation 

provides evidence for integrity against subrosion and diapirism, the impermeability of salt, and 

the mechanical and structural stability of the salt formation. The integrity of the geotechnical 

barriers also borrows from analogues, including EDZ healing around existing closure systems.  

The most dramatic man-made analogues are nuclear detonations; they are considered beyond-

worst-case analogues. Detonations were discussed by N. Rempe at the 2
nd

 US/German 

workshop. The US has detonated three nuclear devices in geologic salt: one at the Gnome Site 

near WIPP and two at the Salmon Site at Tatum Dome in Mississippi. The 3.1 kiloton Gnome 

shot unintentionally breached drift closures and sent radioactive steam up the shaft; the site was 

cleaned up by dumping the surface material down the shaft. No migration has been detected 

outside the Gnome experiment boundary for more than a half century. The Tatum tests involved 

two sequential devices; the second was detonated in the cavity created by the first. Monitoring 

results indicate radioisotopes are confined to the test cavity. Salt formations have been shown to 

seal and confine nuclear detonations. 
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Geologic analogues also supply strong evidence of the confining nature of salt formations. 

Examples were presented of salt formations intersected by magmatic dikes at the 2
nd

 US/German 

workshop. Despite the severe nature of such magmatic intrusions, there are only very thin 

alteration zones at the contact between the high-temperature igneous intrusion and the salt. No 

evidence of significant fluid (inclusion) migration toward the heat source has been reported from 

field observations.  

Analogues involving massively disruptive events within a salt formation create palpable 

evidence of salt containment over very large distances and long times. These analogues are 

tantamount to qualitative performance assessment arguments for complete containment of 

nuclear waste disposal in salt. Obviously, there are no engineered barriers involved with the 

entombment and isolation demonstrated by analogues. Properties of salt allow the geological 

formation to absorb, naturally seal and encapsulate the intrusion. 

Session 5: Miscellaneous Topics – Implementing Geological Disposal – Technology 

Platform 

On November 12, 2009, Implementing Geological Disposal of Radioactive Waste Technology 

Platform (IGD-TP) was officially launched. IGD-TP’s Vision Statement is: By 2025, the first 

geological disposal facilities for spent fuel, high-level waste, and other long-lived radioactive 

waste will be operating safely in Europe. At the time of this workshop, the platform had 91 

participants that embrace the Vision Statement. W. Brewitz, W. Steininger, and S. Köster 

(BMWi) provided an overview at this workshop.  

The first goal of the platform was based upon the state of the art, which involves a systematic 

approach to identification of research development and demonstration (RD&D) issues. These 

goals have matured into a strategic research agenda (SRA) comprising key topics, as well as 

topics of common interest necessary to fulfill the vision. Furthermore, the SRA articulates the 

stepwise procedure in prioritization of the topics in terms of importance and urgency. The 

implementation of topics will be followed by a deployment plan.  

While the overarching goals include broad aims, some of the identified research focus areas are 

precisely the same goals established for the 2
nd

 US/German Workshop on Salt Repository 

Research, Design and Operation, specifically the safety case and sealing systems. Therefore, it 

seems the goals and aspirations for repository programs in the US can follow the template 

provided by the IGD-TP to obtain positive results.  

Session 6: Discussion of R&D Issues 

In the summaries of each session above, certain must-have future activities were identified. 

Mutual identification of a coordinated research agenda is one of the tangible benefits of these 

workshops. Principal investigators at the 2
nd

 US/German workshop agreed on several future 

goals.  

Backfill. J. Mönig and others would like to elaborate on the compaction process at very low 

porosity, because this condition could theoretically create a pore-pressure situation and limit 

attainment of very low permeability. Participants in the 2
nd

 US/German workshop include 

several researchers who have contributed significantly to our collective understanding of 
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reconsolidation processes. The general consensus is that salt compaction is quite well 

understood, but some points need additional clarification. A small task force of the participants 

in this workshop has been encouraged to bring clarity to this issue as part of the ongoing 

collaborations. It seems the technical community has a multitude of laboratory results on this 

topic, including substantial demonstration underpinning the WIPP shaft seal system and industry 

experience. The ultimate natural analogue could be considered to be the undeformed natural 

Permian Basin salt with 1-3% porosity, which is saturated and impermeable. 

Heated dry granular salt could behave differently if there is no moisture to activate pressure 

solution. Research described at the 2
nd

 US/German workshop is evaluating whether heated dry 

consolidation can be represented by existing models (e.g., Callahan, 1996). Additional 

collaboration is encouraged to examine the considerable data available from D. Stührenberg. In 

particular, consensus is desired on representation of thermal conductivity as a function of 

porosity. Participants agree that salt consolidation is an important topic for continued research, 

particularly in a dry environment.  

Seal Systems. It was clear from the several informative presentations and ensuing discussions 

that seal systems in salt repositories remain a crucial focus of the German repository programs. 

Seal systems comprise both distinct concerns, addressable by focused research and 

collaborations, and concerns regarding composite functionality, which can be addressed at a 

systems level. Seal systems are built of differing elements and verification of function can be 

achieved in several ways. Both the US and German programs have demonstrated performance of 

seal system components to various degrees. In the US program, the WIPP shaft seal system was 

found to be acceptable to the regulatory authority. The WIPP shaft seal system includes salt-

based concrete, compacted bentonite clay and a column of reconsolidating granular salt. The 

DOE has submitted a change request to the WIPP regulator to change the drift closure systems at 

WIPP from a large-volume salt-concrete plug to a relatively long horizontal placement of mine-

run salt. This is another application where it is essential to have a firm understanding of the 

governing parameters and properties of salt consolidation as a function of porosity. 

German salt repository groups continue to develop and demonstrate construction and evaluate 

performance measures. Documentation of the WIPP shaft seal system and case studies of seals in 

salt environments have been shared among researchers. Collaboration will be continued on the 

use of natural and anthropogenic analogues for the qualitative case for long-term isolation in salt, 

since this was identified as useful to performance arguments. Under the aegis of seal systems 

investigations, fruitful collaborations regarding modeling, laboratory data and field 

demonstration results endure as future workshop topics. 

Benchmark Modeling Studies. Today’s computational environment enjoys enormous 

capabilities that can be brought to repository-class analyses. As discussed in Session 4, carefully 

controlled underground field experiments at WIPP could serve as benchmark modeling 

opportunities to assess these computational capabilities. The Salt Disposal Investigations (SDI) 

proposal in the US includes an activity to benchmark thermomechanical codes and models. 

Benchmarking computational capability is common practice and was done previously in the 

WIPP program, on an international parallel calculations exercise and most recently by the EU 

consortium for calculations on the BAMBUS II experiment (Bechthold et al., 2004). At the 2
nd

 

US/German workshop, ongoing benchmarking calculations were discussed at some length. A 
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case study covering WIPP field tests has been proposed; it is likely Sandia National Laboratories 

will soon benchmark the SIERRA mechanics code against a selected WIPP field test.  

In the Sandia benchmark calculation of the selected WIPP field test, many of the parameters will 

have already been established because the field tests were modeled in the 1980s and 1990s. The 

modeling structure and parameter values are documented. However, there are differences in the 

constitutive models adapted for the state-of-the-art codes and at this time there is a possibility to 

capture some of advanced concepts in the modeling. After the benchmarking exercise is 

completed, the US program will have powerful tools to perform forward calculations that would 

be useful for disposal concept demonstrations, possible test layout design and of course 

performance assessment for HLW disposal in salt. Hopefully, several of the most developed 

constitutive models for thermomechanical behavior of salt, such as the Günther/Salzer model 

(Günther and Salzer, 2007; Günther et al., 2010), can be brought to the benchmark studies 

through proposed international collaborations. 

The capability to model thermomechanical coupled processes in salt is reasonably represented in 

several programs. These capabilities are being further developed in the Hampel consortium 

calculations, as described in the respective presentations in Chapter 2 of this report. Parties at the 

2
nd

 US/Germany workshop discussed the possibility of extending these benchmark exercises to 

an existing data set developed from a field-scale test conducted at WIPP. Although the WIPP 

experiments were conducted 25 years ago or more, the tests were carefully controlled, well 

defined and transparently executed under a well-established Quality Assurance program. A 

significant database of experimental results has been assembled for WIPP salt. The dataset of 

RESPEC tests was made available to A. Hampel while at the 2
nd

 US/German workshop. These 

data are discussed and plotted in a Sandia report (Pfeifle, 1997). Interested partners could fit their 

respective models to the data set and run a well-defined benchmark calculation against field test 

results. If an agreement can be reached, the first step would involve fitting existing laboratory 

test data to the individual partner models. Sandia and IfG have also been exploring the possibility 

of collaboration regarding use of the Günther/Salzer law for calculations within SIERRA 

Mechanics. 

Excavation Damage Zone. Salt damage modeling in the US has not included constitutive 

models that have a verified temporal healing function for the EDZ evolution and devolution. The 

WIPP compliance certification asserts that EDZ healing for drift and shaft sealing is sufficiently 

rapid to be time independent or considered instantaneous for design purposes. This conclusion is 

predicated on several studies including analogues and anecdotal information. Discussion at the 

2
nd

 US/German workshop on laboratory, modeling and field testing of the EDZ helped reinforce 

collaborations toward modeling the healing zone behind an 85-year old rigid bulkhead at the 

Asse Mine in Germany.  

Technology Development—Visualization Tools. The VIRTUS visualization of geology at 

Gorleben and the geometry in the underground openings provides a potentially valuable tool for 

display of process level codes as realized in a repository setting.  

Availability and Movement of Brine. Sandia National Laboratories will address this 

computationally using the SIERRA mechanics simulation platform. If a full-scale SDI field test 

is undertaken (outlined by R. Nelson in this workshop), accessible brine and vapor transport will 

be key considerations. It is possible to perform initial research on this topic in the laboratory, and 
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it was proposed to create a joint laboratory testing program. O. Schultze emphasized that we 

must be careful to assure complete understanding of flow and differentiate single-phase flow 

from two-phase flow. The fundamental parameter during salt reconsolidation is not just 

permeability; it should include porosity and the nature of the pore structure. Examination of 

porosity and substructural features using optical and electron microscopy can be difficult because 

of the large grain size found in natural rock salt.  

As R. Nelson described in the SDI disposal concept for heat-generating waste, future R&D goals 

include a firm understanding of the evolutionary processes involved with consolidation of heated 

crushed salt and vapor transport. Vapor-phase removal of accessible moisture from the local 

system is expected to occur when the salt heats up. The underlying question is whether the vapor 

is completely removed from the system by ventilation or does the vapor condense at some point 

―downstream‖. This question is entirely consistent with the scope of the proposed laboratory 

tests and the next generation of modeling. Based on evidence available to date, it is expected the 

vapor-transport effects on reconsolidation processes are nominal and acceptable in terms of 

performance consequences. 

The original SDI concept has led to mining new underground space at WIPP. This new space is a 

de facto underground research laboratory (URL), which delivers potential for a wide range of 

salt science investigations. Opportunity exists to demonstrate a proof-of-principle disposal 

concept as well as URL space to be advantageously used to help further the salt repository 

agenda. The URL could potentially host a wide assortment of tests to confirm our collective 

knowledge on the technical basis for salt disposal. Consistent with our goals of collaboration, the 

URL space could be used to underwrite internationally significant science and engineering R&D, 

such as sealing elements and the EDZ. An ongoing performance confirmation program would be 

essential for regulatory approval of nearly any repository. Performance confirmation would also 

be necessary within the safety case arguments made for HLW in salt, similar to the experiences 

at WIPP and Yucca Mountain. Ongoing science made available by a salt URL could reassure 

societal and political stakeholders that confirmation of expected performance will be transparent. 

Due diligence also demands ongoing scientific research to confirm the licensing bases, although 

the safety case for a salt repository is robust and well substantiated.  

Session 7: Salt Club 

The goals and objectives established by the organizers of the 2
nd

 US/German Workshop on Salt 

Repository Research, Design and Operation have now been supplemented by recognition of the 

IGSC-Salt Club by the Nuclear Energy Agency. Hopefully, the Salt Club will help build upon 

the objectives of the US/German workshops: to continue collaborative research activities, to 

build upon the research agenda and to renew working relationships at the institutional and 

individual levels. For this to be successful, Rules of Engagement for the Salt Club need to be 

established and a charter needs to be created and agreed upon. After some discussion, T. 

Rothfuchs was declared Salt Club Chairman by fiat, and he subsequently volunteered to draft a 

Salt Club Mandate. As these formative issues are being addressed, it is hoped that the kickoff 

meeting for the Salt Club can be held within the next six months. 

A core group (Steering Committee) was nominated for the member nations of the Salt Club:  

 Germany (E. Biurrun/DBE TEC, S. Köster/BMWi, and T. Rothfuchs/GRS/Chair).  
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 United States (F. Hansen/Sandia and A. van Luik/DOE) 

 Poland (TBD) 

 Netherlands (TBD/COVRA) 

Salt Club undertakings are responsive to the NEA/IGSC goals and therefore reach a wider 

distribution and more extensive applicability. It was acknowledged that genuine advancement of 

the salt repository science will still be accomplished by small, dedicated groups 

Several suggestions were discussed for initial Salt Club activities: 

 A topical report on salt deposits throughout the world 

 A FEPs catalog—consistent with the conclusions of the 2
nd

 US/German workshop 

participants 

 A salt knowledge archive and a safety case archive, the scope and definition to be 

determined 

 A natural analogue workshop 

 A technical statement about vapor/brine transport in HLW salt repository 

These topics will be considered in due time after the Salt Club establishes operational protocol. 

Activities of specific interest such as the agreement between Los Alamos and KIT on actinide 

solubility and the Sandia agreement with the German consortium for benchmarking are expected 

to continue under the auspices of existing Memoranda of Understanding. 

Session 8: Concluding Remarks 

The 2
nd

 US/German Workshop on Salt Repository Research, Design and Operation allowed 

participants to explore a subset of issues important to HLW disposal in salt. National nuclear 

policy has impacted the repository options in both countries. The research agenda being pursued 

by our respective countries leverages collective efforts for the benefit of both programs. The 

US/German salt repository collaborations align well with the findings of the US Blue Ribbon 

Commission and are consistent with the aspirations of the IGD-TP. Disposal concepts have been 

developed in the US for salt, shale, volcanic rock, granite, and deep boreholes. Sandia National 

Laboratories has recently published in-depth technical reports on the performance of conceptual 

high-level waste repositories in shale, salt, granite, and deep boreholes. The position of overall 

US repository programs is similar in many respects to the goals of the IGD-TP. 

   

From the perspective of the US repository programs, international collaboration has been 

attracting more support since the demise of the Yucca Mountain Project. Given suitable 

operational designs, there is substantial confidence that compliance with regulatory standards for 

human and environmental protection can be demonstrated for several geologic venues. The US 

repository experience and RD&D in salt far surpasses any other disposal option. Salt disposal 

has the greatest amount of previous research, by far the most practical mining experience, and is 

the option that makes the shortest bridge to a realized US repository. Favorable aspects of salt 

include ease of mining, multiple concepts of operations, and minimal engineered barriers.  

 

Through these workshops, the primary salt repository researchers from Germany and the US 

have further advanced the technical basis for salt disposal. Within each session, concrete ideas 
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about the direction forward were discussed and summarized. We agreed in principle to pursue 

these possibilities: 

• Integrate a FEPs catalogue for HLW in salt. 

• Write a document that establishes the safety case for HLW in salt. 

• Provide international review of the Salt Disposal Investigations field demonstration. 

• Enhance the test matrix of the Sandia National Laboratories salt compaction test plan. 

• Write a review paper on reconsolidation of granular salt.  

• Collaborate on benchmark modeling to assess the state-of-the art. 

• Publish a collaborative paper on natural and anthropogenic analogues. 

The realization of these specific goals depends on the initiative and resolve of the principal 

investigators. 

  

Participants agreed to arrange the next workshop in the United States with a target date of May 

2012. In the interim period, some of the collaborations noted above will be advanced, while 

others continue to be formed. The shape of repository policy in the US may change and interest 

in salt may increase in response to findings and recommendations of the US Blue Ribbon 

Commission. As stated earlier, the path forward for US repository science has much in common 

with the IGD-TP. 

 

A formal R&D effort is needed to support shifts in strategy and to be responsive to regulatory 

expectations and requirements. One constructive approach being considered is to develop the 

technical case for HLW disposal in salt, based on the considerable amount of information 

available from previous studies in the US and Germany. In the process of developing the safety 

case, furtherance of R&D efforts will likely become clearer and help prioritize collaborations. 

Some of the relevant R&D topics for HLW disposal have been identified and discussed in the 

US/German workshops, as recorded here.  
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Appendix A.  Agenda 
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 T. Rothfuchs, GRS 

14:00-14:45 Discussion and summary of 

sessions 
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  G. Callahan, RESPEC 

 D. Stührenberg, BGR, Chr. 

Lerch, DBE TEC 

  K. Wieczorek, GRS 

16:00-16:30 Discussion and summary of 

sessions 
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17:00  DEB Headquarter Evening 

of Science and Culture 

 Lecture by Prof. Kepplinger, 

Uni Mainz, ―Media Opinions, 

Political Power‖ (in German) 

18:00 Dinner hosted by DBE TEC 

and cultural event 
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Thursday November 10 

08:30-09:30 SESSION 4: ROCK SALT–

Deformation and Healing 

 J. Grupa, NRG, Chr. Spiers, 

Univ. Utrecht 

 O. Schultze, BGR 

 W. Minkley, IfG 

09:30-10-30 TM(H) Modeling – 

Benchmark 

 A. Hampel, Hampel 

Consulting 

 L. Argüello, SNL 

10:30-11:00 Break 

11:00-12:00 SESSION 5:  

MISCELLANEOUS 

TOPICS 

 Natural Analogues 

 U. Noseck, GRS 

 N.T. Rempe, WIPP 

 Technology Platform IGD-TP 

12:00-12:30 Discussion and summary of 

sessions 

12:30-13:30 Lunch 

13:30-14:30 SESSION 6: DISCUSSION 

ON OPEN RD&D ISSUES 

 Must-haves for the programs, 

identification of future joint 

activities 

14:30  End of workshop

 

15:00-16:30 SALT CLUB–ROUND 

TABLE 

 Chairs: A. van Luik, DOE-

WIPP 

 Klaus-J. Röhlig, TU 
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 Acronyms 

BGR  Federal Institute of Geosciences and Natural Resources, Hannover 

BfS  Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz (BfS), Salzgitter 

BMU  Federal Ministry Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety 

BMWi  German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology 

CPRZ Containment Providing Rock Zone (isolating rock zone) 

DBE TEC     DBE TECHNOLOGY Gmbh 

DHLW Defense High-Level Waste 

DOE Department of Energy, US 

EDZ Excavation Disturbed Zone 

ELSA            Schachtverschlüsse für Endlager für hochradioaktive Abfälle 

FEP Features Events and Processes 

GRS  Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit mbH 

HLW High-level Waste 

IGD-TP  Implementing Geological Disposal-Technology Platform 

IfG  Institut für Gebirgsmechanik GmbH, Leipzig, Germany 

KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany 

LUB-IUB  Leibniz Universität Hannover Germany 

MECHSALT VII  Seventh Conference on the Mechanical Behavior of Salt 
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RD&D Research, Development and Demonstration 
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SNL Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque US 
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URL Underground Research Laboratory 
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VIRTUS   Virtual Underground Research Laboratory in Salt 

 

WIPP Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, United States 
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Table 1. Areas of interest and possible assessment methods 

Area of Interest 

Specific Data / Information 

Need Assessment Methods 

Response of the DRZ 

to combined thermal 

and mechanical 

effects 

• Validation of constitutive 

model 

• Permeability as a function 

of damage 

• Field demonstrations 

• Seal system design 

• Laboratory testing 

• In situ testing 

• Model development 

• Analogue comparisons 

• International collaborations  

Consolidation of 

backfill materials  

• Thermal conductivity as a 

function of porosity 

• Consolidation constitutive 

model with temperature 

dependence  

• Laboratory testing 

• In situ testing  

• Microscopy 

 

Availability and 

movement of brine 

• 3-D coupled analysis tools  

• Field test measurements 

and validation  

 

• Literature review 

• Historic field 

measurements 

• Code capability 

development 

• In situ testing  

• International collaboration 

 

Vapor phase transport 

mechanisms 

• Further development of 

theory 

• Module development for 

coupled codes 

• Field test validation  

 

• Viability of conceptual 

model workshop 

• Code capability 

development 

• Laboratory testing 

• In situ testing  

• International collaboration 

Radionuclide 

solubility controls 

• Establish viability of 

scenario for radionuclide 

solubility studies  

• International collaboration 

• Laboratory testing  
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Area of Interest 

Specific Data / Information 

Need Assessment Methods 

Potential radionuclide 

transport mechanisms 

• Establish viability for 

transport mechanisms  

• Theory development 

• International collaboration  

Waste degradation • Evolution of the disposal 

room 

• Source term  

• Literature research 

• International collaboration 

• Analogue comparisons  

Gas generation and 

pressure buildup 

• Source term 

• Ensure seal system 

function  

• International collaboration 

• Analogue comparisons 

Buoyancy of waste 

packages 

• Consensus from 

international peers 

• Literature review 

• Workshop with consensus 

report 

Plugging and Sealing • Proof-of-Concept 

• Performance of system 

elements 

• Demonstration 

experiments (large / full 

scale) 

• Accompanying laboratory 

experiments (material 

behavior) 

• Modeling (process level, 

PA) 

• Conceptual issues (state-

of-the-art, review, etc.) 

• International collaboration 

 

Radiolysis of waste 

materials, waste 

packages, and salt 

• Establish the basis 

• Review application to 

HLW repository in salt 

• Workshop with consensus 

report 

Climate change • Local climate scenarios 

• Coupled analysis tools for 

thermal-hydrologic-

mechanical simulation of 

long-term processes 

• Literature research 

• Analogue comparisons 

• Numerical site studies 

• International collaboration 
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Area of Interest 

Specific Data / Information 

Need Assessment Methods 

• Numerical studies of long-

term evolution 

•  
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CHAPTER TWO 

AGENDA 

 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 

 

 Session 1 

  Preliminary Safety Assessment Gorleben 

Jörg Mönig 

Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH,  

Theodor-Heuss-Str. 4, D-38122 Braunschweig, Germany  

Abstract 

The objectives of the preliminary safety assessment Gorleben (Vorläufige 

Sicherheitsanalyse Gorleben – VSG) are to assess, based on a preliminary safety case, the 

aptitude of the Gorleben site to host a HLW repository. The work includes, inter alia, safety 

analyses, the development of a repository concept and the identification of future needs with 

respect to R&D and site investigations. The project is conducted by leading German institutions 

with GRS being the main contractor. Started on Juli 2010, the project VSG will continue to 

December 2012 with an ensuing international peer review. The assessment is guided by the 

safety requirements for disposing high-level radioactive waste published by the German Ministry 

of Environment, Nature Conservation and Radiation Protection in October 2010. This first 

application of the new safety requirements, which contain detailed requirements in 8 topics, will 

aid to identify areas where future refinements of the safety requirements are desirable or where 

additional regulatory guidelines are necessary.  

The work of the VSG project is organized in work packages. Owing to the ongoing status 

of the project, only an outline is presented with some initial results. Site investigations in the past 

have provided a wealth of information which is summarized in several publicly available reports 

by the Federal Geological Survey (BGR). Based on this information the future evolution of the 

site was predicted. The amount of the HLW waste to be emplaced was estimated on the basis of 

the recent German decision to phase out the use of nuclear energy until 2022. This embraces 

about 37.000 PWR spent fuel elements, about 3.700 canisters with vitrified high level waste and 

about 4.000 canisters with compacted reprocessing waste. Additionally, an optional disposal of 

some low-level waste is considered. An outline of the safety concept and the concept for 

demonstrating safety was established. The post-closure safety concept focusses on the safe 

containment of the emplaced waste, which describes the status of the repository system in which 

there is at the most an insignificant release of radionuclides from the containment-providing rock 

zone (CPRZ, sometimes also called isolating rock zone) during the demonstration period of 1 

million years. 

A repository concept was developed by DBE Technology, which involves drift disposal of 

the waste in thick-walled canisters. In addition, a borehole concept will be developed. The safety 

requirements demand that all high-level waste can be handled and retrieved safely during the 

repository’s operational phase and can be recovered post-closure up to 500 a.  
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A site-specific catalogue of features, events and processes was derived, which contains 

detailed information concerning the various FEP. In particular, the interdependencies of the FEP 

are identified, the time windows of action, and whether the FEP impairs the function of so-called 

containment-providing barriers. Using the FEP catalogue future evolutions of the site were 

identified in a systematic way starting from FEP leading to an impairment of the function of 

primary containment-providing barriers. All evolutions are considered which involve a contact of 

solutions with the waste canisters and the mobilisation of radionuclides from the waste. 

The proof of safe containment is a staged assessment with quantitative and qualitative 

arguments. Complete containment is regarded as the most stringent form of safe containment. 

Complete containment is given when no contact between intruding solution and waste occurs or 

when no radionuclides are released from the CPRZ, respectively. In all other cases, the 

calculated annual radionuclide fluxes from the CPRZ are taken up in a defined low volume of 

groundwater. Using a stylised exposure scenario, radiation exposures are calculated and related 

to a limit value of 0.1 mSv/a. As long as the resulting value is below 1, the radionuclide releases 

from the CPRZ can safely be considered to be radiologically insignificant. 

 

(INSERT Jörg Mönig: Preliminary Safety Assessment Gorleben PRESENATIONS) 
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 Christi Leigh: Demonstrating Long-Term Safety for a HLW Repository in Salt (No 

Abstract)  
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Session 2 

 

SEALING SYSTEMS FOR REPOSITORIES IN SALT I 

N. Müller-Hoeppe 

DBE TECHNOLOGY GmbH, Eschenstraße 55, D-31224 Peine, Germany 

When closing a final repository in rock salt, sealing systems are installed to supplement the tight 

geological barrier in order to seal the access routes into the repository. These sealing systems – 

shaft and drift seals – play a significant role in long-term repository safety. Shaft and drift seals 

are considered to be geotechnical structures. Therefore, they have to be designed in accordance 

with the applicable regulatory and technical guidelines. Shaft and drift seals have been 

constructed either as a prototype or as a sealing system for usage. The drift seals are situated in 

the Asse repository /1/ and the Morsleben repository /2/, the shaft seals in the Salzdetfurth mine 

/3/. In the case of the Asse and the Morsleben repository LLIL-radioactive waste has to be 

separated from biosphere, in Salzdetfurth long-term dry closure of a salt mine was required. As a 

consequence in all these cases long-term aspects had to be considered.  

When licensing sealing systems for repositories their constructability and safety functions must 

be verified and the reliability has to be confirmed. Additionally, they are treated as geotechnical 

structures and therefore it has to be confirmed to what extent it is possible or rather necessary to 

apply the European Standard in civil (geotechnical) engineering /4/.  

Typically, constructability is demonstrated by prototype construction. Some short-term safety 

functions can be verified by in situ testing. To show reliability of short-term safety functions two 

steps are recommended. First, in situ test results are compared to the results of blind predictions. 

Usually, deviations arise and knowledge gaps become evident.  As a consequence process 

understanding is improved and knowledge gaps closed e.g. using back analyses of in situ test 

results. Finally, the tools used for predictions are improved. If predictions cover tests results 

adequately, in a second step it is confirmed whether the predictions show the level of reliability 

required by applicable technical standards. 

To show long-term reliability in terms of civil engineering standards – although the standards do  

cover long-term processes - advanced approaches have to be applied. As a first step the 

following procedure has been established applying in principle the method of partial factor 

design. Actions acting on the sealing systems as well as the resistances are classified. As a result 

it was found that a large number of actions and resistances do not depend on time. In other cases 

time can be eliminated by state variables used in standard engineering procedures. Thus, short-

term and long-term proofs show the same procedural method even though the quantities may 

differ when taking into account very long functional life of geotechnical structures.  

As a second step it was examined whether actions exist that are neglected in short-term proofs 

which may become important in the long-term. Comparison of technical guidelines and FEP–

lists were suitable to perform this step. Results indicated that actions related to geochemical 

conditions (e.g. corrosion processes) are mostly neglected in short-term considerations but may 

have significant influence in the long term. The scientific procedure to handle this problem is 

well established. Short-term data are created and predictions are made using geochemical 

calculations for extrapolation purposes. Natural analogues – if available – are used to underpin 

the predicted results.  Adequate engineering procedures still have to be established. For that 
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reason the actions induced by geochemical conditions acting on seals were identified. Fluids (gas 

and brine) were identified to define the geochemical action on sealing systems potentially at 

elevated temperatures in the case of HLW/SF disposal. Next the amount of brine was checked to 

define the main action. In this context it turned out that brine intruding from the overburden is 

recognized to constitute the main action as the brine reservoir is unlimited. Thus, the corrosion 

potential is assumed to be at a maximum. The type of brine depends on the potential pathways 

being considered. For instance unsaturated brines from upper groundwater levels may migrate 

towards the shaft seals, NaCl saturated brine containing sulphates may originate from the cap 

rock, and MgCl2 saturated brine from MgCl2 deposits (e.g. potash) on discrete pathways. 

The Asse repository serves as an example of MgCl2 saturated brine due to large amounts of 

potash available along potential pathways. In the case of the Morsleben repository both NaCl 

saturated brine as well as MgCl2 rich brine may occur depending on individual pathways that 

cannot be predicted in advance. In the case of the Gorleben exploration site, however, the shafts 

are assumed to form the only pathways. Close to the top of the salt the amount of MgCl2 

available is small. Growing MgCl2 enrichment, however, cannot be excluded with increasing 

depth.  

Regarding resistances it is stated that Magnesium oxycloride concrete shows high chemical 

stability and durability against MgCl2-rich brines. Thus, after prototype testing the material was 

selected for constructing drift seals in the Asse repository. In an NaCl-rich environment Ca-

based salt concrete shows high chemical stability/durability. Drift seals made of salt concrete are 

mainly planned to seal the emplacement areas in the Morsleben repository. A prototype drift seal 

made of salt concrete was erected and in-situ testing is currently ongoing. At the Gorleben 

exploration site both materials are assimilated along the pathways of saturation. Additionally, a 

sealing element made of bentonite is planned at time close to the overburden interface, 

comparable to that which was tested at the Salzdetfurth mine. Although the second step to prove 

resistance of sealing systems against chemical actions reliably is still ongoing, progress has been 

made indentifying main actions and resistances /4/ of long-term corrosion processes. 

In the context of prototype in situ testing it became evident the EDZ/contact zone acted as a 

preferred pathways showing localized flow /5/. By in situ investigations it was determined that 

flow takes place using a small zone of about 1 cm thickness. Measurements indicate that in the 

small damaged zone flow depends on the differential stress Δp = σmin – pfl even though the level 

of permeability is about 2 – 3 orders higher than in intact rock salt /6/. To check plausibility of 

this result the levels of permeability measured in this small zone were compared to levels of 

permeability that were measured in EDZs. It turned out that the same range is covered. 

As a result it can be stated that progress was made treating long-term processes in the context of 

the European Standards.  Geochemical conditions  were analysed and used for designing sealing  

systems. The data basis on contact zones was improved leading to a better understanding of 

hydro-mechanical behaviour.   
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Nina Müller-Hoeppe, Ralf Mauke: In situ-Verification of a Drift Seal System in 

Rock 

In situ-Verification of a Drift Seal System in Rock Salt - Operating Experience and 

Preliminary Results 

R. Mauke, Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz (BfS) [Federal Office for Radiation Protection], 

Salzgitter 

Seals are to be erected in the repository for radioactive waste Morsleben (ERAM). These will 

form a partition between the repository areas in which the radioactive waste is emplaced and the 

remaining mine workings into which a solution inflow can not be ruled out. The seals should 

prevent the penetration of solution into the waste emplacement areas and the emission of 

radionuclides out of these areas. Special requirements are therefore placed on these 

constructions. Adherence to these requirements will be investigated and tested on a real scale test 

construction. 

The drift seals located in rock salt are made up of one or more segments of salt concrete in 

lengths between 25 and 30 m. A succession of several segments will be separated from each 

other by plastic joints to prevent the occurrence of restraint stresses. Injection of the contact joint 

between the sealing body and the surrounding rock salt will be carried out on at least one 

segment. In this respect the trial construction consists of three system components, namely the 

sealing body made of salt concrete, the contact zone between the seal body and the surrounding 

rock salt and the rock salt excavation damaged zone (EDZ). All these components will be 

observed during the in situ investigation. 

A test drift and an accompanying parallel drift have been newly excavated for the experiment. 

Boreholes for the measurement cables have been drilled from the gently rising parallel drift. Also 

emanating from the parallel drift hydraulic pressurisation tests could be performed by using the 

pressure chamber adjoining the seal construction. The cross-section of the newly excavated drift 

was gently rounded and the roof ridges have been chamfered with a 3 gon inclination approx. 6 

months after its excavation minimising the EDZ. Concreting of the construction with salt 

concrete took place ―wet on wet‖ in December 2010 within approx. 20 hours. Injection of the 

contact zone between the seal body and the surrounding rock salt was carried out in February 

2011. 

Besides implementing the construction draft for a seal segment, the manufacture of the trial 

construction also comprised geotechnical instrumentation for stress, strain, displacement, 

temperature and pore pressure measurements that are carried out in the contact zone, the sealing 

body and the surrounding rock salt. Additionally, a comprehensive site investigation programme 

has been carried out, in particular with regard to the stress state and the convergence behaviour 

of the surrounding rock salt. In addition to the in situ measurements, test specimens from 

different areas of the construction have been drilled. Laboratory tests of strength and 

permeability, as well as in situ permeability measurements are planned for these drillings. 

Starting from the excavation, the prominent construction phases and significant preliminary 

measurement results are presented in this article. All presently available results indicate that the 

in situ trial was successful. 
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Drift sealing elements in the Asse II mine as a component of the emergency concept - 

assessment of the hydro-mechanical functionality 

 

Peter Kamlot, Dorothea Weise 

Institute for Geomechanics GmbH, Leipzig, Germany 

G. Gärtner 

Federal Office for Radiation Protection, Salzgitter, Germany 

L. Teichmann 

Asse-GmbH - Company for Operation and Closure of the Asse II Mine, Remlingen, Germany 

Abstract 

 

Since 1 January 2009, the Asse II mine is subjected to the provisions of nuclear law. The new 

operator, the Federal Office for Radiation Protection (BfS), has to ensure the safe operation and 

closure of the nuclear facility. At the beginning of 2010, the decision for retrieval of all 

radioactive waste was made as the best closure option in comparison to two others. Today, the 

conditions for the retrieval such as state of the barrels, radiation and chemo-toxic exposure, state 

of the chambers and conditions for the technical handling are investigated. For this purpose, two 

emplacement chambers will be drilled into exemplarily. The decision for retrieval was not 

declared as final one and there are several reservations. Only if the geomechanical and radiation 

conditions let expect a safe removal and no brine inflow escalation takes place, all rooms shall be 

opened. 

 Furthermore, on account of the permanent risk of brine inflow escalation, an emergency 

concept was developed with included prevention, emergency preparation and emergency 

measures. The construction of drift sealing elements is a main element of the emergency plan 

and aims at reinforcement and permeability reduction in the operation phase and fluid flow 

regulation in the post operation phase (after the emergency caused brine filling).  

 

In the presentation, the most important elements for performance assessment of the drift seal’s 

functionality are presented:  

The used Sorel-concrete has weight proportions of 11-12% MgO, 62-65% crushed rock salt 

and 24-26% MgCl2-brine. The loss of suspension’s fluidity takes place after several hours, thus it 

can be pumped via pipes and boreholes. There is no brine loss; on the contrary, after 

solidification a further ability for brine incorporation due to the incomplete MgO-reaction is 

given. Without confinement, a swelling is observed and at restricted expansion, a swelling 

pressure is produced. The reaction temperature is in a range of 60-90°C. For the underground 

application, the material must own a sufficient strength, stiffness and low permeability. Special 

experiments for determination of the long-lasting mechanical resistance are explained.  

Because the EDZ-generation and its permeability are of utmost importance for the tightness of 

a drift plug, a visco-elasto-plastic constitutive law for calculation of softening and dilatancy in 

the contour is introduced, calibrated and using a dilatancy-permeability relation the qualification 

of a special site for testing a pilot seal is proofed.  

The main topic of the presentation aims at description and at hydro-mechanical coupled 

modeling of a drift seal experiment. The in-situ experiment lasted 7.5 years and revealed that 

even at a brine pressure application more than 2 MPa higher than the former (in dry state) 

generated radial (minimal) stresses a sufficient low permeability without any damaging and 
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tightness loss in the contour zone could be reached. The integral permeability was calculated on 

basis of inflow/outflow volume, pressure difference, geometry and the brine’s viscosity in a 

range of lower than 10
-15

 m
2
 with decreasing tendency in time. 

 

It could be proved that even at the complicated site conditions of the Asse II mine it’s possible to 

construct drift sealing elements with a sufficient functionality. Due to the high stressed mining 

system with strain-softened pillars and mainly broken stopes, in the drifts a significant 

excavation damaged zone and in the surrounding salt single fractures have to be expected. 

Hence, the drift plugs needn’t have a higher hydraulic retention than the surrounding rock. Other, 

here not discussed, pilot seals in the Asse II mine are characterized by a still lower permeability 

which could be reached in frame of a material modification on basis of a higher Sorel-concrete 

stiffness. Thus, in the further operation phase a hydraulic protection and in case of the 

emergency (escalation of inflow) a regulation of the fluid flow processes in the flooded mine are 

possible.  

Making a transfer of the findings to other sites one has to bear in mind the special geological and 

stress conditions of the Asse II mine. At that location, a relatively high level of permeability for 

meeting the functionality is sufficient. The importance of the pilot test is to see much more in the 

successful application of the high fluid pressures (pFluid min) without any damaging or 

tightness loss and in the understanding of the underlying hydro-mechanical interactions using 

model calculations. In this sense, also regarding the long testing time, the pilot test was a unique 

(as far as the authors know) project and is of vital importance for understanding of hydro-

mechanical coupled processes in rock mechanics. 
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Salt Disposal Investigations to Study Thermally Hot Radioactive Waste In A Deep Geologic 

Repository in Bedded Rock Salt 

 
R. Nelson, DOE, Carlsbad Field Office, Carlsbad NM 

 

This presentation describes a proposed research program investigating the behavior of salt when 

subjected to thermal loads like those that would be present in a high-level waste repository.  This 

research would build upon results of previous salt repository program efforts in the US and 

Germany and the successful licensing and operation of a repository in salt for disposal of defense 

TRU waste.  The coupled thermal-mechanical behavior of intact and crushed salt, which both 

influences and is influenced by the liberation and movement of water present in the salt and 

hydrous minerals, will ultimately control thermal and hydro-geochemical conditions in a salt 

repository and at the waste package. 

An integrated research program has been proposed to address key scientific issues, including a 

combination of laboratory-scale investigations, a thermal field test in an underground salt 

formation with a configuration that replicates a small portion of a conceptual repository design, 

and numerical simulations conducted to develop validated models that could be used for future 

repository design and safety case development.  Laboratory tests are proposed to measure salt 

and brine properties across and beyond the range of possible repository conditions.  The field test 

will investigate many phenomena that have been variously cited as Achilles’ heels for disposal of 

thermally hot waste in salt, including buoyancy effects and migration of pre-existing trapped 

brine up the thermal gradient (including vapor phase migration).  

These studies are proposed to be coordinated and managed by the Carlsbad Field Office of DOE, 

which is also responsible for the operation of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) within the 

Office of Environmental Management.  The field test portion of the proposed research would be 

conducted in experimental areas of the WIPP underground, far from disposal operations.  Such 

tests can be accomplished using the existing infrastructure of the WIPP repository at a far lower 

cost than if such research were conducted at a commercial salt mine at another location, or at a 

new underground facility established for such testing. 

This presentation describes the proposed research program and discusses the various components 

and their relative duration and timing.  It describes the phased field test proposed to be 

performed over almost a decade, including instrumentation development, several years of 

measurements during heating and then subsequent cooling periods, and the eventual forensic 

mining back of the test bed to determine the multi-year behavior of the simulated waste/rock 

environment.  Funding possibilities are described, and prospects for near term start-up are 

discussed. 

While the specific test plans remain yet to be developed, many of the research objectives are 

described, including both brine and water vapor transport via thermal gradients, buoyancy 

effects, and salt reconsolidation without the presence of water. 
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SEALING SYSTEMS FOR REPOSITORIES IN SALT II 

W. Bollingerfehr 

DBE TECHNOLOGY GmbH, Eschenstraße 55, D-31224 Peine, Germany 

The German reference repository concept specifies that spent fuel elements are to be emplaced in 

self-shielding casks (type POLLUX) in horizontal drifts and vitrified waste is to be emplaced in 

deep vertical boreholes in a mine in salt formations. The latter needs to be reconsidered so that it 

meets the requirement of retrievability during repository operating time /1/. However, the safety 

concept considers the host rock formation as the main barrier that provides the long-term 

isolation of radioactive waste from men and the environment. Technical barriers and 

geotechnical barriers will be designed to meet the requirements of the safety concept. The waste 

containers as technical barriers isolate the radioactive waste and, thus, ensure that handling 

processes are safe during repository operation. Geotechnical barriers will be designed to close 

and seal the man-made openings (drifts and shafts) of the repository. In this regard, shaft seals 

are of uppermost importance as these barriers seal the only potential pathway for fluid intrusion 

into the repository.  

Information is available on shaft seals constructed in the decommissioning phase of potash mines 

in Germany. A concept for a shaft seal for the US repository for transuranic waste at the WIPP 

site has been designed for a bedded salt formation. In Germany, components of a shaft sealing 

system have been developed, constructed, and tested for a repository for hazardous waste. 

However, a published concept for the eventual sealing of the shafts of a German repository for 

heat-generating radioactive waste does not yet exist. For this reason, BMWi (German Federal 

Ministry of Economics and Technology) launched a three-phase research project called ―ELSA‖ 

(Schachtverschlüsse für Endlager für hochradioaktive Abfälle). 

The RD&D project ELSA is divided into 3 phases: 

Phase 1, which is jointly carried out by TU Bergakademie Freiberg and DBE TECHNOLOGY 

GmbH, consists mainly of the preparatory work for the development of concepts for shaft seals 

in HLW repositories in the host rocks salt and clay. The main activities in this phase are: 

Research on the state of the art regarding shaft seals with long-term stability 

Development of a safety assessment concept for shaft seals 

Identification and compilation of the boundary conditions for shaft seals in the host rocks salt 

and clay (geo-mechanical and geochemical conditions, permeability and porosity evolution in 

EDZ, properties of construction and sealing material) 

Derivation and compilation of the requirements for shaft seals for repositories for high-level 

waste 

Phase 2 concerns the development of technical concepts for shaft seals that provide safe long-

term sealing of HLW repositories. The shaft seal concepts will be developed for both, a 

repository in a salt formation and a repository in clay. According to current considerations, the 

concepts should be modular so that the geologic situations and hydro-mechanical boundary 

conditions at the respective sites can be taken into account. Alternatives are to be included and 

analysed. To assist in concept development, materials and individual components of shaft seals 
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favoured by international and national partners are also to be studied. The aforementioned 

material studies could be part of this project or could be carried out separately but at the same 

time. Due to the international significance of this project, discussions with interested 

international partners are planned. 

Phase 3 involves the construction and testing of the functional components of the shaft seals on a 

large scale. Large-scale, in situ demonstration tests are eventually necessary for the safety 

assessment of the respective shaft seal system for an HLW repository. Before these tests can be 

conducted, detailed designs have to be prepared – if possible, in close co-operation with the 

competent licensing authority. First, all project partners have to decide if it is sufficient to 

construct a single in-situ demonstration seal, equip it with sensors, and test its functionality or if 

an individual seal should be constructed for each of the two host rocks. Before construction can 

start, a possible site (mine) and the relevant approval and licensing procedures for the complete 

construction have to be identified, possibly for individual construction materials as well. 

Currently, the schedule for the 3 phases is as follows:  

• phase 1:     01.04.2011 till 30.04.2012 

• phase 2: Concept development Duration approx. 1.5 to 2 years (mid 2012 to end 

2013 

o Approval and licensing:  Duration approx. 6 months (till mid 2014) 

• phase 3: Construction and testing: Duration approx. 3 to 4 years (2014 to 2016) 

The resulting project duration is approx. 5 to 6 years. 

The work in phases 2 and 3 (concept development and demonstration tests) can be carried out 

within the scope of the international technology platform "Implementing Geological Disposal of 

Radioactive Waste". The substantiation of the safety analysis by means of a large-scale test 

carried out with international partners could increase the public and political acceptance 

regarding the disposal of high-level waste (not only in Germany).  
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Salt Repository Seal Design and Materials 

U.S. German Workshop on Salt Repository Research, Design and Operations II 

November 9-10 2011 Peine Germany  

Frank Hansen Sandia National Laboratories USA 

Seal systems are considered essential for nuclear waste repositories. To license a repository, 

there must be objective evidence that the disposed material will not contaminate the biosphere. 

This assurance is usually couched in terms of favorable geology operating in tandem with seal 

systems and other engineered barriers. Shaft seals and panel closure systems were developed in 

the process of gaining a compliance certification for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, a nuclear 

waste repository situated in a salt formation in the United States. This presentation emphasizes 

the science and engineering involved with the shaft seal system at WIPP.  

Shaft seal system functions entail material characteristics, construction, performance, and 

verification. Functional requirements could include low fluid permeability, stable chemistry, 

robust mechanical properties, and constructability. The WIPP design approach applied 

redundancy to functional elements and used multiple, common, low-permeability materials to 

ensure reliable performance. Laboratory and field measurements of component properties and 

performance provided the basis for the design and related evaluations. Hydrologic, mechanical, 

thermal, and physical features of the system were evaluated in a series of calculations. The use or 

adaptation of existing technology for seal construction combined with the use of commonly 

available materials assure that the shaft seal design can be constructed.  

A well designed salt repository requires minimal engineered barriers. However, if licensing or 

public assurance requires seals to be placed in drifts or shafts, the capability to seal a salt 

repository permanently exists.  

Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia 

Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, for the U.S. 

Department of Energy's National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-

94AL85000. SAND2011-6866C 
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Abstract 

According to international consensus all countries using nuclear power consider the 

emplacement of high-level radioactive waste (HLW) in deep geologic formations as the best 

solution for the long-term final disposal /Zitat NEA/. Potential host rocks primarily considered in 

Germany are rock salt and clay formations. 

To acquire necessary experiences regarding the construction of an Underground repository and 

the long-term behavior of the host rock under the impact of heat and radiation, Underground 

Research Laboratories (URL) are operated in some countries. After closure of the Asse URL in 

1995, an own URL was not longer available in Germany. 

Anyhow, to furnish research and waste management organizations with an adequate instrument 

for the analysis of the repository processes and for the development of repository concepts and 

designs the idea of a virtual URL/repository was born in 2006. After an intensive phase of 

discussion, the project VIRTUS was launched in late 2010. 

The main objective of the project VIRTUS is: 

Development and provision of a software platform for the visualization of safety relevant 

processes predicted and investigated by numerical simulations  

The project VIRTUS is based on three columns which are: 

1 Development of the VIRTUS Software Platform including 

a. Export of geologic and mine building data from openGEO (geological 3D-model of BGR) 

to the VIRTUS platform 

b. View into the URL/repository system from an arbitrarily chosen perspective with 3D-

display of the geology and the mine infrastructure (shafts, drifts, rooms, test sites) 

c. Virtual flight through the geology and the mine building 

d. 3D-display of URL experiments 

e. Editing the geological and mine building model and export to relevant Process Level 

Codes (PLC) 

 Generation of code specific interfaces for the coupling of the VIRTUS platform with 

relevant Process Level Codes (PLC) such as Code_Bright, Jife, Flac, Rockflow  

f. 3D-visualization of the results of numerical simulations  

 for a better process understanding as well as  
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 for the design of repository systems  

in context with repository near field, mine building, and geology up to the surface 

g. Provision of links to computed data displayed in 2D cuts through the geologic structures 

(in transparency or cut-off of geological structures) 

h. Provision of specific data through links in the 3D model to documents, measuring data, 

model parameters,  

i. Presentation of the results of numerical simulations to the public in animated cartoons 

 

2 Compilation, documentation and maintenance of a consolidated quality assured 

database 

for the provision of: 

j. Model parameters and parameter functions for PLC simulations 

k. Existing documents and relevant literature from 40 years of research for the salt option 

l. Selected (measuring) data and results of experiments performed in the past in URLs  

(e. g. Asse and others) 

 

3 Provision of Possibilities for model and code benchmarking through prototypical THM-

modeling 

m. of selected URL-lead experiments considering drift and borehole disposal concepts 

n. and other HLW-repository configurations 

 

The VIRTUS Software platform is to provide relevant institutions with a powerful instrument for 

the analysis and visualization of the very complex processes taking place in an URL or a 

repository system as well as for the quick and efficient planning and check of repository designs 

within complicated geologic structures. 

The 3D visualization of the results of numerical simulations within the 3D geologic structures of 

a repository is to help the involved researchers as well as the interested public to better 

understand and appraise the complex run of processes in a repository. 
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Crushed Salt Reconsolidation Model 

 

Gary D. Callahan 
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Rapid City, South Dakota 57709-0725 

USA 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Crushed (disaggregated) salt may be used as a component in repository shaft sealing and as 

repository room backfill.  In these situations (with sufficient stress, temperature, and time), the 

crushed salt evolves from a loose, highly porous material to a dense, low porosity material or 

essentially intact salt.  To investigate the deformational behavior of crushed salt, 40 hydrostatic 

consolidation tests and 18 shear consolidation tests were conducted.  To enable modeling the 

mechanical behavior of crushed salt in a repository setting, a constitutive model was developed 

to capture the major deformation components of the crushed salt. The constitutive model used to 

describe the reconsolidation of crushed salt includes two mechanisms – dislocation creep and 

grain boundary diffusional pressure solution.  The constitutive model is generalized to represent 

three-dimensional states of stress.  Upon complete consolidation, the crushed-salt model 

reproduces the multimechanism deformation (M-D) model typically used for the Waste Isolation 

Pilot Plant (WIPP) host geological formation salt. Parameter values for the model were 

determined through nonlinear least-squares model fitting to the experimental database.  Using 

the fitted parameter values, the constitutive model was validated against constant strain-rate tests, 

a load path outside of the laboratory experimental database.  Based on the fitting statistics, the 

ability of the model to predict the test data, and the ability of the model to predict load paths and 

test data outside of the fitted database, the model appears to capture the creep consolidation 

behavior of crushed salt reasonably well.  Analysis results of a shaft seal problem are presented 

to demonstrate model-predicted consolidation of the shaft seal crushed-salt component.  Current 

work is exploring the capability of the model to represent dry granular salt consolidation at 

elevated temperature. 
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Backfill – Constitutive Modelling (Presentation 1)  

and  

Material Parameters for Crushed Salt Backfill (Presentation 2) 

 

U.S. German Workshop on Salt Repository Research, Design and Operations II 

 

November 9-10 2011 Peine Germany 

 

Christian Lerch DBE-TECHNOLOGY Germany 

Klaus Wiezorek Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit Germany 

 

The design of a repository in rock salt for HLW typically includes the backfilling of open 

cavities with crushed salt. Important aspects include the minimisation of open cavities, heat 

transport away from the casks into the host rock, and long-term barrier integrity. The last two 

points are of particular importance with respect to long-term safety. Long-term safety has to be 

accounted for in experimental investigations and in the development of constitutive models of 

crushed salt. The implementation of a long-term barrier includes not only the crushed salt, but 

also the contour zone and the damaged zone close to the contour. 

 

Some proofs on repository safety are performed based on numerical calculation methods. 

Different abstraction levels are used. Performance assessment codes (PAC) represent programs 

with the highest abstraction level. Generally, they are highly optimised programs for simulation 

of strongly simplified systems. Process level codes (PLC) allow the description of more 

complicated systems closer to reality, but at much higher numerical cost. Simplified results of 

PLC calculations can be abstracted into PA calculations. A necessary requirement in a PLC 

calculation is that all relevant processes of the crushed salt behavior can be described by the 

material models and that these material models are developed from reliable and defensible 

parameter inputs. These demands exist in every process class (process classes are the 

mechanical, the thermal, and the hydraulic behavior /WIE 12/). Other possible process classes 

which could be implemented in PLC would be the chemical and the radiological process classes. 

The focus of the two presentations are the material models of the PLC and the availability of 

experimental data as a basis for these material models, from which the parameter values of the 

material models can be derived. 

 

The current state of development in PLC models provides the ability to describe THM coupled 

processes. Differences between PLCs arise at the sub-process model level. The primary sub-

processes for the expected evolution of a radwaste repository in rock salt can be described. 

However, the level of precision within the separate sub-processes may vary. For example, a 

higher robustness exists in the thermal behavior than in the mechanical behavior /BEC 99/ /BEC 

04/. Other processes and sub-processes associated with the expected or even unexpected 

evolution of a repository in rock salt have been disregarded up to now or have only been 

examined in separate calculations /WIE 12/. Examples include the healing of crushed salt and 

damaged rock salt within the mechanical process class or two-phase flow in hydraulic behavior; 

both are a topical research objects /KRO 09/. Up to now such processes are implemented in 

PLCs in a simplified manner at the most. Effects associated with the presence of moisture attain 

a significant importance with respect to THM coupling. They are not only a degree of freedom 
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within the hydraulic process, but have significant influence on the mechanical compaction 

behavior and are influenced by the temperature field. 

 

Experimental data is required for the investigated physical behavior as well as the material 

models /WIE 12/. In part the behavior of the crushed salt can be derived from that of undamaged 

rock salt. The compaction behavior as the key sub-process over all under dry conditions of a 

repository was previously extensively investigated and well documented, providing confidence 

in its validity. Open questions are at this time related to the transferability from different test 

methods and differences in test procedures at labs /BEC 99/. Other sub-processes, such as heat 

conduction, are based only on a single test series with limited pointwise check measurements 

/WIE 12/. These check measurements show that certain measuring methods lead to results in 

agreement with the test series, while other are less suitable for the investigation of crushed salt. 

Additional investigation of heat conduction behavior particularly at the beginning of compaction 

where porosity is highest is needed. Other material parameters, e.g. the elastic parameters, which 

are base parameters of each material model, were examined only at very few porosities /WIE 

12/. It is not clear why so few data which are only from one lab exist. Such data gaps should be 

closed. A key parameter in the backfill behavior is permeability. Although a significant quantity 

of test data is available, uncertainty exists in some range of porosity and with respect to stress 

state. The reason (amongst others) can be found in the transferability of test conditions at the 

repository scale and in increasing understanding of the influence of other parameters, such as 

mechanical load. 

 

In the past the test data have often been examined only against the background of minimizing 

open cavity volume. With respect to long-term safety the behavior of the crushed salt becomes 

more important in an enlarged range of parameter values, e.g., of porosity, and with other sub-

processes like two-phase flow. Nevertheless, in addition to the above mentioned limitations the 

uncertainties in sub-processes which are often not in the focus of experimentation should be 

addressed. The significance of resolving these remaining parameter uncertainties affects the 

validation of model performance more than the forecast future behavior of a repository. With 

respect to the above mentioned differences in the state of knowledge from experimental behavior 

and the need to adequately describe process evolution in the repository, information gaps still 

exist which should be addressed according to their rating: 

 

- data needed to reduce uncertainties in selected approaches 

- data needed to secure material models or material parameter values, respectively 

- data needed to develop material models 

 

The current state in the development of the PLCs and in the data, which are the basis of the 

numerical models, allows the computational descriptionof the development of a radwaste 

repository in its undisturbed evolution over a wide range of time. There are limitations in the 

time scale with respect to the achievement of low backfill porosities. The consideration of 

hydraulic behavior is such a limitation with regard to moisture influence as well as on two-phase 

flow. Additional limitations are associated with the basis of some assumptions. The availability 

of reliable measuring data is substantially more difficult than the development of a mathematical 

model to describe the physical behavior. The verification of the material parameter values and 

the material models on the basis of suitable benchmark tests shows a continuing need. Finally, 

the preservation of information is an essential task. 
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Summary: 

 

The presentation by NRG and UU focusses on the relevance of experimental work and 

fundamental process understanding for the safety assessment of disposal of radioactive waste in 

rock salt. 

The presentation consists of three parts: an introduction by NRG, and two examples of 

experimental work done at the University of Utrecht. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Since the 1980s Utrecht University (UU) and NRG (at that time a division of ECN) cooperate in 

the Dutch and EU research programs into geological disposal of radioactive waste. At that time, 

ECN developed and tested an analytical solution to the (Norton) creep equation for rotational and 

spherical symmetrical cavities in rock salt [1]. This model, together with a compaction model for 

crushed rock salt [13] developed at UU, was implemented in the PA-code REPOS_ECN.  

Recently a small benchmark was performed in the PAMINA project [2], where this model 

was tested against a FLAC3D (DBEtec) and the PA-code LOPOS (GRS). The results where very 

good, but that was to be expected because the models used essentially the same creep equation, 

and the same numerical values for the (Norton) coefficient and the exponent. 

These values are based on extensive experimental observations (up to 7 years of data), but as Fig. 

1 illustrates, 7 years are still short in comparison with the time convergence processes that are 

expected to take place in a repository. 
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Fig. 1  Experimental observations [2] and extrapolatio needed in a PA 

Given the potential impact of the waste on our environment, such extrapolations require 

fundamental understanding of the operative process, tested through experimental work. 

Moreover, the knowledge and science on rock salt is still growing and ongoing, also outside the 

world of waste disposal. This means that even existing and accepted safety cases still have to be 

confronted with the developing knowledge,  to check on a regular basis the scientific basis of the 

safety case.  

 

Spontaneous self healing of the EDZ 

 

NRG subcontracted UU to establish an EDZ healing model for application in the Theresa project 

[3]. One part of this model was spontaneous crack healing, the other part was healing by 

mechanical crack healing in a confining stress field. Spontaneous healing is caused by transport 

of salt ions through a water layer hygroscopically attached to the salt. Due to suface tension, the 

salt ion concentration in water in larger cracks is higher than the salt concentration in small 

cracks. This leads to diffusion driven transport of ions from large cracks to smaller cracks, 

resulting in dissolution of solid salt in large cracks and deposition of salt in small cracks. 

Through this process, the number of connection between cracks in the percolating crack network 

in the EDZ reduces,  and more and more cracks become diconnected from the percolating 

network, reducing the permeability and eventually causing the networ to break down, i.e. the 

EDZ becomes imppermeable. 

This proces of salt displacement was observed in a dedicated experimental setup [4]. The 

spontaneous reduction of permeability was observed by measuring the electrical resistance of 

water saturated salt samples [5].  

The Theresa project showed that in normal repository conditions, healing through mechanical 

deformation is faster than spontaneous healing. Still, considering safety and robustness, it is good 

that there is a second process that also leads to healing of the EDZ. 

 

Effect of confining pressure on plastic flow of salt 

 

One key question regarding the behaviour of dense rock salt is what microphysical mechanism 

controls plastic flow by dislocation motion at temperatures in the range 100-200C. Some 
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researchers suggest that dislocation creep at these conditions is controlled by climb [6-7], while 

others conclude control by cross slip or glide [8-11]. One possible way to address this problem is 

to establish the pressure dependence of dislocation flow of rocksalt, which differs depending on 

the mechanism controlling creep: glide, cross slip or climb. Recently, UU has conducted new tri-

axial experiments to investigate the effect of pressure on the strength of salt [12]. It was found 

that the strength of salt increases with an increase in confining pressures (Fig. 2). Dislocation 

climb provides the best explanation for the observed behaviour. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This paper gives two examples of our continuously increasing understanding of the fundamental 

microphysical process influencing the behaviour of rock salt. The results tend to confirm the 

outcome of previous empirical work, and as such help to improve the safety cases for disposal in 

rock salt. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Differential stress vs. natural strain for samples of rock salt deformed at different 

confining pressure at otherwise similar conditions (constant strain rate 10
-6

 s
-1

 and constant 

temperature 125
o
C) 
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Evolution of deformation and healing in the EDZ 

D. Stührenberg & O. Schulze - BGR, Hannover, Germany 

 

Abstract 

 

During operation of underground openings in a rock salt formation, an Excavation Damaged 

Zone (EDZ) will form. However, a repository for radio-active waste will be backfilled before 

closure to maintain the isolation capacity of the geological barriers against biosphere.  

In present planning, crushed salt is the preferred backfill material. Driven by convergence, the 

crushed salt will compact and the state of stresses in the EDZ will return from the dilatant to the 

non-dilatant stress regime. Thus, as a consequence of backfilling also the rock salt in the EDZ 

will re-compact and re-consolidate sooner.  

Recent results from laboratory work on the evolution of porosity and permeability of crushed 

rock salt as well as of pre-damaged rock salt are presented. Special emphasis was put on the 

measurement of permeability and its evolution at small quantities of porosity. The dependence of 

their evolution on the different pre-conditioning in dry or humid air is especially worked out. 

Although the porosity was reduced to the limits of resolution (i.e. < ± 0.5 %) in any case, the 

permeability remains rather high during compaction of dry material (i.e.  k ≥  1.0E-16 m²), 

whereas the permeability decreases to a rather low value after a pre-conditioning of the crushed 

salt and of the pre-damaged rock salt in humid air (i.e.  k ≤  1.0E-21 m²).   

It has to be stressed that these substantial differences in re-consolidation (solely poro-elastic 

compaction vs. true healing) are already caused by the small variation of the humidity in the 

environmental air during pre-conditioning and that these differences persist after the re-drying of 

the specimens.  

In addition to these results, which are planed to be presented at the SaltMech 7 conference, Paris 

2012, we discuss the confidence in the extrapolation of well known constitutive creep laws into 

the regime of very low and still decreasing effective stress and increasing minimum stress - since 

the healing is promoted by convergence (i.e. creep).  
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Geomechanical Assessment of the Barrier Integrity 

2nd US-German Workshop on Salt Repository Research, Design and Operation 

November  9 - 10, 2011 Peine, Germany 

 

W. MINKLEY, IfG - Institut für Gebirgsmechanik GmbH, Leipzig 

   

ABSTRACT: Salt formations are favoured for storage of radioactive waste due to their unique 

isolation capacity. Because their water content is extremely low, only solid state behaviour 

predominates with grain boundary diffusion. On the basis of natural analogues and the practical 

experiences of gas storage in salt caverns it can be concluded that undisturbed salt formation are 

impermeable. A loss of tightness becomes only possible if connectivity is created. Linked flow 

paths inside the salt barrier may be created under deviatoric stresses (1) if the acting stresses 

exceed the dilatancy boundary (= dilatancy criterion) or (2) at increased fluid pressure conditions 

if the acting normal stresses at the grain boundaries are lowered (= minimum stress criterion). 

The mechanically or hydraulically induced percolation bases on the same microphysical 

processes, i.e. the percolation of flow paths along discontinuities on a micro- or macroscopic 

scale (grain boundaries, bedding planes) after exceeding a threshold, which corresponds in both 

cases due to a removal of intergranular cohesion.  

 Implementation of this advantage, i.e. inherent tightness, in repository concepts of 

storage of radioactive waste in salt requires as a prerequisite that the barriers are dimensioned 

with a sufficient thickness, so that an entire inclusion succeeds. For long term warranty of this 

state, it has to be ensured that in the geological salt barrier under all acting stresses, i.e. 

convergence- or thermo-mechanical-induced, neither the dilatancy criterion nor the minimum 

stress criterion is violated. For the integrity of saliferous barriers, the minimum stress criterion is 

critical, because the dilatancy criterion is limited to the EDZ. 

 To demonstrate convergence-induced stress effects on geological barriers, the Asse mine 

represents a good example. Geomechanical calculations basing on an elasto-visco-plastic model 

with softening, yielded a significant stress relaxation of the rock salt barrier and damage in the 

vicinity of the upper level. In that area also micro-seismic activities are concentrated depicting 

the damage accumulation in the rock mass. On the upper levels where the rock salt thickness is 

less than 10 m the minimum principal stress is lower than the water pressure in this depth. 

 The actual rock-mechanical situation in the salt dome Bokeloh represents an example 

how the minimum stress criterion can be violated even in thick saliferous barriers in case of 

strong mining-induced processes. The calculated minimum stress on the boundary of the 

saliferous barrier is significantly lower than the fluid pressures measured with pressure build-up 

tests at the salt dome flank. Therefore, a passage of fluids became possible. After reduction of 

fluid pressure at the dome flank, there is a significant decrease of inflow in the mine. This shows 

that the percolation of saturated brine is stopped when the fluid pressure falls below the minimal 

principal stress and a sealing process of the salt barrier starts. The observed fluid inflow due to 

convergence-induced decrease of the minimum principal stress at the flank of a salt dome 

represents a unique large-scale test, which demonstrates that a singly violation of the minimum 

stress criterion suffices to suspend the barrier integrity. In other words, the impermeability of a 

saliferous barrier will be already lost if one of these two criteria (minimum stress criterion or 

dilatancy criterion) is violated. 

 As a consequence of the salt tightness, in the long-term after closure of a radioactive 

waste repository we have to consider the so-called gas frac scenario, if a generated gas pressure 

may exceed the lithostatic stress in the formation. For an assessment of the impact of increasing 
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gas pressures on the integrity of rock salt long-term gas injection tests in a German salt mine 

were performed. During the testing periods several pressure-step tests were performed. Slightly 

above the primary stress state a gas-percolation was observed. This breakthrough of gas into 

adjacent control drill holes was reversible. As demonstrated by the experimental tests, the flow 

of gas into the salt mass occurs on discrete flow paths.  

 The natural gas-frac analogue during the rock burst Voelkershausen offers a unique 

opportunity to study conditions of barrier integrity loss due to a real gas-frac. As a result of the 

strong dynamical event, the underlying salt barrier below the mining area lost its integrity. The 

rock burst "Voelkershausen 1989" was one of the strongest mining induced seismic events 

worldwide with a local magnitude of  ML = 5.6. Within a few seconds 3200 pillars in the 

carnallitic seam Thuringia were destroyed with a subsidence of 1 m and an impact on the 

surface. Fortunately, a protective effect was given by the thicker upper interbeds according to a 

multi-barrier system, which consists of approx. 180 m rock salt and ca. 40 m saliferous clay and 

clay stones. 

With respect to the gas pressure at the base of the lower Werra-rock salt in the order of 7 MPa, 

the gas frac results due to the significant dynamic un-loading of the lower Werra rock salt. In the 

Feldatal-fault zone, where the Lower Werra-rock salt is thinned to less than 30 m, the minimum 

stress criterion was considerably violated due to the convergence drop in the mining field. 

In the framework of a research project, the actual state of the underlying salt barrier has been 

investigated 18 years after the rock burst. For verification of the assumption of frac-healing, the 

former gas-frac zone has been inspected via a horizontal borehole, where open gas-bearings as 

well as recompacted fractures were found. The crack orientation corresponds fairly well with the 

calculated orientation of the major principal stress orientation.  

In the natural scale frac conditions are only possible under the following two circumstances: 

o Gas-frac due to an extremely fast gas pressure increase, i.e. an  explosion 

o Gas-frac during dynamic loading with a loss of confinement in the rock mass, e.g. 

during earth quakes or rock bursts. 

The natural gas-frac analogue documents the recovery of barrier integrity in the salt mass after a 

dynamically induced gas-frac and demonstrates the capacity of rock salt for self healing.  

Gas-production rates in a radioactive waste repository in salt will not be high enough to induce a 

macroscopic gas-frac, because the fluid pressure driven grain boundary opening will act as a 

safety valve. 

 For demonstrating the integrity of geological barriers it is necessary to describe the 

complex mechanical behaviour of saliferous rocks with suitable models to verify the barrier. 

Furthermore, the mechanical behaviour of bedding planes and discontinuities has to be 

considered as well. The elasto-visco-plastic constitutive law developed at the IfG with softening 

and dilatancy allows to describe the whole bandwidth of mechanical behaviour of various 

saliferous rocks. 

 As a consequence of the heat generation and the uplift of the salt, the primary stress state 

changes in the surrounding saliferous barrier of a final disposal site of high-level radioactive 

waste. One result of thermo-mechanical calculation is a violation of the minimum stress criteria 

on the leached surface of a salt dome. On the steeply dipping discontinuities or bedding planes 

the violation of the minimum stress criterium reached deeper. 

In the flat bedded Zechstein salt formation in Germany one can find a natural geological multi-

barrier-system, which has the advantages: 

• claystone in the overburden 

• salt clay as a protecting overlaying clay layer 
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• rock salt with bedding planes/discontinuities in a horizontal direction 

With respect to the principle of the complete containment, salt formations have unique 

advantages for a nuclear waste repository: 

• impermeability in undisturbed conditions  

• tightness will only get lost in case of exceeding a threshold  

• self-sealing ability and healing due to its visco-plastic behaviour  

 

Germany offers excellent conditions in domal as well as in bedded salt formations.  
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Benchmark of TM(H) Modeling of Rock Salt 

Andreas Hampel, Scientific Consultant, Mainz, Germany 

Abstract 

In recent decades, a large and detailed experimental and theoretical knowledge base has been 

compiled for the geomechanical behavior of rock salt. On this basis, several advanced 

constitutive models and procedures for the determination of salt type-specific parameter values 

and for the performance of numerical calculations have been developed. They are applied in 

numerical simulations for the design, stability analysis, and evaluation of the long-term behavior 

of underground openings in rock salt.  

Some applications – e.g. the assessment and proof of integrity of the geological barrier around an 

underground repository for hazardous wastes, or the stability analysis of gas and oil storage 

caverns – require a particular high reliability and predictability of the results. Especially beyond 

experimentally accessible areas or intervals of boundary conditions, this can only be complied 

with advanced models that describe the relevant physical deformation mechanisms.  

Between 2004 and 2010, the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) has 

funded two joint projects within its research program ―Improvement of Tools for the Safety 

Assessment of Underground Repositories‖. The studies are currently being continued in another 

joint project (2010–2014) with a collaboration of the German partners with U.S. experts from 

Sandia National Laboratories. In this third project, the German partners are funded by the 

Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology (BMWi) within the program ―Priorities of 

Future R&D Work on the Final Disposal of Radioactive Wastes‖. 

The partners in the joint projects have been the following: 

 Dr. Andreas Hampel, Scientific Consultant, Mainz, Germany 

 BGR Hannover, Germany (project I) 

 Institut für Gebirgsmechanik GmbH (IfG), Leipzig, Germany 

 Technische Universität Clausthal (TUC), Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany 

 Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany 

 Leibniz Universität Hannover (LUB-IUB), Germany 

 Technische Universität Braunschweig (TUBS), Germany (project III) 

 Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), USA (project III) 

The general project objectives have been to document, check, and compare with benchmark 

calculations the constitutive models and modeling procedures of the partners, to validate the 

suitability and reliability of the models and procedures, to increase confidence in the results of 

numerical simulations performed with the models, and to enhance the acceptance of the results 

and conclusions. The results give also hints for the further development of the models. 

The focus of project I was on the modeling of the relevant deformation phenomena in rock salt, 

i.e. transient and steady-state creep, the evolution of dilatancy and damage, short-term strength 

and long-term creep failure, post-failure behavior and residual strength. Each partner performed 

jointly defined benchmark calculations with his constitutive model(s) and numerical code(s). 

They were carried out with increasing complexity, starting with back-calculations of selected 

specific laboratory deformation tests, because in the laboratory the different deformation 

phenomena can be studied under various well-defined boundary conditions and – at least up to a 
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certain degree – independently from one another. Then, each partner performed 2-D calculations 

of simple, but typical underground structures, e.g. a highly loaded room-pillar situation. 

In project II, benchmark calculations of a 3-D section of a real salt mine were carried out. For 

this purpose, the Angersdorf mine in the ―Leine‖ rock salt of Northern Germany was selected, 

because it has a relatively simple structure with a regular pattern of rooms and pillars, and 

because experimental data both from geomechanical laboratory tests and from surface 

subsidence measurements above the mine were already available at the start of the project. 

Within the project supplementary laboratory tests as well as in-situ measurements in the 

underground were carried out in order to get further data for the determination of salt type-

specific parameter values and for comparisons with the simulation results. Each partner 

calculated the mine section with his constitutive model(s) and numerical code(s). The objective 

of this project was to check the applicability of the models to 3-D simulations of a real salt mine, 

and to compare the results with each other, with data of the surface subsidence above the mine, 

and with in-situ measurements of the minimum principal stress, pillar expansion rate, and the 

porosity (dilatancy) and permeability in the EDZ close to a pillar wall.  

In the currently running project III, the studies are being continued with comparisons of the 

modeling of the thermo-mechanical behavior and of the damage reduction (―healing‖) of rock 

salt. Again, the benchmark comprises back-calculations of specific laboratory tests as well as 

simulations of in-situ structures. The modeling of the temperature influence on the deformation 

behavior is investigated by means of calculations of a heated borehole in the Asse II salt mine, 

and the results are compared with each other and with in-situ data from experiments of the 

Netherlands Energy Research Foundation ECN in that borehole. The modeling of healing of pre-

damaged rock salt is studied with back-calculations of specific laboratory tests and with 

benchmark simulations of a drift that was excavated in 1911, and of which a 25 m long section 

was lined with a cast-steel tube in 1914 (the residual gap was filled with concrete). The 

simulation results of the partners will be compared with each other and with data from in-situ 

permeability measurements that were performed in the rock salt behind the bulkhead by GRS in 

the ALOHA2 project 85 years after the installation of the liner.  

In project III, the Sandia National Laboratories are taking part, too. Both the Sandia experts and 

the German partners have substantial experience in the investigation of the deformation behavior 

of rock salt, in the development and application of constitutive models, and in the performance 

of numerical simulations. Therefore, these benchmark projects are well suited for further and 

enhanced joint research activities in these areas in the U.S. and in Germany for mutual benefit. 
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RESEARCH COLLABORATIONS IN (COMPUTATIONAL) GEO-MECHANICS 

J. GUADALUPE ARGÜELLO 

2
ND

 US-GERMAN WORKSHOP ON SALT REPOSITORY RESEARCH, DESIGN, AND OPERATION 

NOVEMBER 09-10, 2011 

PEINE, GERMANY 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

A brief overview of Sandia National Laboratories past geomechanics work in rock salt 

repositories is first presented, concentrating on the verification and validation (V&V) of the 

computational tools of the 80-90’s timeframe.  This validation of Sandia-developed tools against 

the various thermal-structural interactions (TSI) experimental rooms at the Waste Isolation Pilot 

Plant (WIPP) is reviewed.  It is noted that one of the underground tests which appears to have 

never been validated against the computational tools of the time was Room H, the heated 

axisymmetric pillar test.  It is offered up as a viable problem for a potential benchmarking 

exercise of current thermal-mechanical capability among the two countries. 

 

Since the 80’s, there have been approximately 30 years of software and hardware advances. To 

take advantage of these advances, there is a next generation of coupled massively-parallel multi-

physics capability being developed under a single computational framework at Sandia, known as 

SIERRA Mechanics.  Sandia is developing this capability to support the Engineering Science 

mission, in general, and we are leveraging the capability to build the next generation of 

computing for coupled geomechanics simulations for a waste repository setting.  An overview of 

SIERRA Mechanics is briefly presented. This is followed by a description and discussion of a 

specific demonstration problem of a coupled thermal-mechanical simulation recently performed 

to model a Generic Salt Repository for high level waste (HLW) using SIERRA mechanics and 

the Sandia-developed multi-mechanism deformation (MD) creep model.  It is noted that 

constitutive modeling of salt is an important area of US-German collaboration. 

 

A brief overview of a currently ongoing collaboration known as the ―Joint Project on the 

Comparison of Constitutive Models for Rock Salt (III)‖ is then presented. The various target 

problems of this collaboration are reviewed and Sandia’s modest efforts to-date on the project, 

due to budget constraints, are described and discussed.  The WIPP TSI Room H, described 

above, is recommended as an additional target problem that both groups could also simulate for 

comparisons with each other and with the data under this Joint Project III collaboration.   
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Session 5 

 

IDENTIFICATION AND APPLICABILITY OF ANALOGUES FOR A SAFETY CASE 

FOR A HLW REPOSITORY IN ROCK SALT 

 

U. Noseck, J. Wolf, A. Meleshyn 

 

GRS, Theodor-Heuss-Str. 4, D-38122 Braunschweig, Germany 

 

In Germany, a systematic review of the situation for final disposal of HLW in salt formations 

based on the state of the art in science and technology had been carried out within the R&D 

project ISIBEL. Following this review a new concept for a safety assessment is developed, in 

which the demonstration of the safe containment of the waste requires showing the integrity of 

the geological and geotechnical barriers. This concept is now applied and to some extent 

modified for the Preliminary Safety Analysis Gorleben (VSG). 

In this context and based on the advanced state of the exploration results at Gorleben site, the 

role of analogues for a HLW repository in rock salt is currently re-evaluated in Germany. 

Particularly, it is elaborated how analogues can be used in the safety case to underpin the 

integrity of the geological and geotechnical barriers. Additionally – although of less relevance 

for the new safety concept – analogues for the assessment of release scenarios are considered. 

This compilation and evaluation comprises existing analogue studies but also the identification 

of FEPs, for which analogues would be suitable but are not available or at least not documented 

yet.  

With respect to the integrity of the rock salt arguments from natural analogues can be used to 

underpin the long-term stability of salt rocks, the integrity against subrosion and diapirism, the 

impermeability of rock salt, namely that no pathways for fluids through the geological formation 

exist, as well as the mechanical and thermal stability of the rock formation. For each of these 

aspects examples from analogue studies are given.  

For the integrity of the geotechnical barriers important aspects are the hydraulic resistance of 

containment providing barriers for shaft and drift sealings including the EDZ, the long-term 

stability of materials used for these barriers like salt concrete or bentonite as well as the 

compaction behaviour of salt grit backfill. For the geotechnical barriers only few analogues are 

identified so far. However, technical analogues like the bulkhead drift in the Asse mine showing 

the sealing of an EDZ around a lined drift after 85 years with well-defined initial and boundary 

conditions might be used in a more quantitative way, e.g. for model testing. 

Concerning analogues for the assessment of release scenarios, degradation of glass and UO2, 

retardation/precipitation of radionuclides in the near field under saline conditions, and retardation 

of radionuclides in the far field, i.e. the behavior in tertiary and quaternary sediment formations 

as found in the overburden of salt domes in Northern Germany are relevant aspects. 

On the basis of this compilation and evaluation of existing analogue studies some issues of 

further interest were identified. This concerns the evaluation of information from other salt 

formations in the world with respect to their integrity. The identification and description of more 

analogues, which show that potential pathways at interfaces between rock salt and more 

competent formations like the main anhydrite are not hydraulically connected through the salt 

formation, because the anhydrite bands were broken by mechanical stress in the geological past, 

would be very beneficial. Further studies about the formation of temporally open fractures in 

rock salt enabling a limited inflow of brine, oil and gas should be evaluated to better understand 
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such events. Additionally, a further evaluation of studies on gas inclusions is recommended to 

e.g. achieve a better understanding of the origin of inclusions with high content of carbohydrates. 

Finally, exploration studies from oil industry where rock salt acted as trap might be used to 

further strengthen the argument of the impermeability of the formation are desired. 

The current status of the work is described in Wolf et al. 2011. 

 

 

Wolf, J.; Noseck , U.; Meleshyn, A. (2011): Anwendbarkeit von Natürlichen Analoga für den 

Langzeitsicherheitsnachweis für ein HAW-Endlager im Salzgestein. Gesellschaft für Anlagen- 

und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Braunschweig. To be published. 
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Worse and Worst Case Analogues for Geologic Isolation 

of Heat-Generating Waste 

ABSTRACT 

 

Norbert T. Rempe, Carlsbad, New Mexico, USA 

rempent@yahoo.com 

 

One of several largely unexamined assumptions in geologic isolation of radioactive waste is that heat-

generating waste presents a special threat that must be addressed by detailed and comprehensive 

investigations consuming enormous time and funds.  More than half a century of international effort 

pursuing this path has yet to succeed with the operation of a repository for such waste. 

 

Worse and worst case analogues, both natural and anthropogenic, present a more efficient approach to 

this issue.  If analogues demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that heat similar to or in excess of that 

generated by waste has not compromised the isolation capability of a host rock, then an outer safety 

envelope is established inside of which further study may be of continuing academic interest, but 

cannot be justified from the perspectives of practical safety, reasonable assurance of long-term 

performance, or fiscal prudence. 

 

Deep wells produce toxic and combustible fluids (hydrocarbons) from >200°C hot reservoirs that have 

isolated these fluids for hundreds of millions of years.
1
 The surface temperature of used fuel canisters, 

by comparison, may range from ~140 to ~240°C for <100 years.
 2

 

Fossil hydrothermal systems indicate that mineral alteration resulting from the flow of hot fluids 

through fractures extends only a few centimeters from the fracture wall into the matrix.
3 

 

Igneous intrusives and underground nuclear detonations provide extreme samples of upper bounding 

analogues.  Contact metamorphic aureoles near igneous dikes, solidified from magma at original 

temperatures between 800 and 1 200°C, rarely extend further laterally than several centimeters to a 

few meters. Rock salt adjacent to dikes remains impermeable even to gas for at least tens of millions 

of years as demonstrated by pockets of CO2 under high pressure in German and U.S. potash mines.  

Radionuclides have for at least 50 years demonstrably not migrated from many cavities created by 

underground nuclear detonations.
4
 

 

The conclusion is therefore inescapable: Observations of natural and engineered analogues provide 

sufficient confidence that geologic isolation of heat-generating radioactive waste will have negligible 

effects on the confinement capability of the host rock. 

 

1.  B. Borak and G.M. Friedman, ―Textures of Sandstones and Carbonate Rocks in the World’s 

Deepest Wells (in excess of 30,000 ft. or 9.1 km): Anadarko Basin, Oklahoma,‖ Sedimentary Geology, 

29, 133-151 (1981).  

2.  P.V. Brady et al., Deep Borehole Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste, Sandia Report 

SAND2009-4401 (2009). 

3. A.M. Simmons and J.S. Stuckless, Analogues to Features and Processes of a High-Level 

Radioactive Waste Repository Proposed for Yucca Mountain, Nevada, USGS Prof. Paper 1779  

(2010). http://pubs.usgs.gov/pp/1779/pdf/PP1779.pdf 
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4. N.T. Rempe, Engineered and Natural New Mexico Analogues for Geologic Isolation of Heat 

Generating Waste in Rock Salt, Proc. High-Level Waste Management Conference, Albuquerque, NM 

(2011). 
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Basics on the Deployment of RD&D Projects, important to the IGD-TP Vision 

By Wernt Brewitz, Walter Steininger, Siegfried Köster (BMWi) (No Abstract) 
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